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PAPERS 

Loudspeaker Measurements and Their Relationship 

to Listener Preferences: Part 1 * 

FLOYD E. TOOLE 

National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario KiA OR6. Canada 

Precision measurements on loudspeakers have been possible for some time now and 
over t�e years. various views of their importance have developed as a result of accumuiated 
expenence and scientific investigation. A survey of the literature reveals areas of 
agreement

. 
and disagreement among workers. There is also evidence of geographic 

concentratJO�s of loudspeaker designers and reviewers who appear to share attitudes 
toward speCIfic measureme

.
nts. Part I. attempts to consolidate published opinion on 

loudspeaker measurements In preparatIOn for Part 2. which presents the results of some. 
current research on the subject. 

o INTRODUCTION 

Evaluating loudspeakers by means of measurements 
is rather like being a detective looking for clues to the 
existence and origins of misbehavior. The measurements 
that we use are not, in themselves, virtues or problems; 
they are merely indicators. Two ears and a brain do 
not process sounds as do microphones, measuring in
struments, and the eyes. The auditory perceptions of 
musical sounds are not the same as visual analyses of 
data from clinical sine waves, impulses, and pink noise. 
And yet, for now at least, there is no choice but to 
proceed with the traditional methods bearing in mind 
always that evidence that offends the eye may or may 
not indicate the presence of a problem that is offensive 
to the ear. 

The relationship between listener perceptions and 
measured quantitites is a general problem in psycho
metrics that has many manifestations in audio. The 
most basic relationships deal with the detection thresh
olds of sounds of various kinds, with or without the 
embellishment of added distortions. From these one 
progresses through the relationships between the mea
sured quantity of a stimulus and the strength of the 
associated perception. The scientific literature is replete 
with learned studies of this kind, dealing, as much as 
possible, with isolated perceptual dimensions that are 
logically and clearly related to individually measurable 
parameters. 

* Manuscript received 1985 May 30; revised 1986 Jan
uary 9. 
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The situation becomes mo re complicated when the 
experiment is expanded to include multiple stimuli, 
and vastly more complex with the inclusion of stimulus 
inputs through more than one sensory modality. If the 
controls are further relaxed, and the repertoire of ex
perimental signals includes real-world sounds propa
gated in real-world environments, precise experimental 
control becomes almost impossible and the perceptions 
are no longer simple. Yet these are the conditions of a 
typical listening test within which listeners readily 
tender opinions of preference, sometimes complete with 
detailed subjective analyses of what they hear. ,;'. 

. 
It is characteristic of commonplace listening expe

rIences that listener opinions will vary. It is argued by 
some that it is the variety of listener tastes and pref
erences that has led to the wide diversity of sounds 
from loudspeakers, all of which pass, loosely, as "high 
fidelity." Thus has developed the traditional problem 
of attempting to match the tastes of the consumer with 
those of the loudspeaker designer; a messy business 
indeed. 

With enough attention to detail, however, it is possible 
to demonstrate that much, if not most, of the variation 
in listener opinion stems not from irreconcilable dif
ferences among individuals but from the influence of 
physical and psychological factors, many of them un
related to the matter in question. There may indeed be 
clear differences between listeners with widely different 
�earing ability, but among listeners with similar, par
tIcularly similarly good, hearing the differences of 
opinion can be very small indeed [I J. 
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From the results of the strictly controlled listening 
tests that have been conducted it is possible to clearly 
identify loudspeakers that are consistently favored by 
listeners with normal hearing and those that are not. 
In fact, the fidelity ratings from these subjective mea
surements can be used as a means to explore the ob
jecti ve domain, seeking to identify those measured 
variables that are indicators of listener preference. 

The ultimate objective of the present investigation 
could be stated as follows: to define a set of technical 
measurements, including the manner of their measure
ment and the form of their presentation, such that 
interpretations by experienced unbiased observers cor
respond to the results of controlled listening tests using 
experienced unbiased listeners. A loudspeaker that has 
a good technical performance, in certain specific terms, 
should sound good in the listening room -and vice 
versa. 

1 AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Before presenting the results of the present research 
work it is important to appreciate the historical context 
into which they fit. In most scientific and engineering 
endeavors precise measurements are taken for granted 
as being of fundamental value. In the design and eval
uation of loudspeakers, however, the role of measure
ments has never been clearly defined. 

Part of the difficulty stems from the nature of the 
device itself. A loudspeaker genera�es a three-dimen
sional sound field within a complicated acoustical en
closure, the listening room. Without an understanding 
of the sound propagation characteristics of the room 
and of the perceptual processes of the human recipient 
of.the sound, it has not been possible to be definitive 
about the aspects of loudspeaker performance that are 
most important. 

Inherent in the design or evaluation of loudspeakers 
is the establishment of some rules by which the work 
will proceed. By tradition, subjective evaluations have 
remained the final arbiters of sound quality. However, 
measurements have been assuming an ever-increasing 
role in loudspeaker work, and lacking definitive sci
entific data, workers have used their own experiences 
and beliefs to develop rules for using measurements. 
In the early years progress was hampered by primitive 
instrumentation and poor sound sources. The motiva
tions were, nevertheless, very high indeed, and one 
need look no further than to a paper by Brittain, in 
1936-1937 [2], for a remarkably perceptive review of 

the hearing process and loudspeaker measurements. A 
"standard living room" for listening tests is described, 
as are the techniques, such as spatial or frequency
domain averaging, that help in extracting useful data 
from measurements in normal rooms. Other measure
ments were made either in an "acoustically absorbing" 
room or on a tower in genuine free space. 

Brittain sums up his opinions in the following list 
of "common imperfections of electroacoustic systems 
. . . , roughly in order of importance." (Some of the 
author's terminology has been updated for the benefit 
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of modern readers.) 
I) Frequency response (amplitude response) 
2) Harmonic distortion 
3) Spurious noises and intermodulation distortion 
4) Frequency shift (FM distortion?) 
5) Dynamic range compression (power compression) 
6) Transient distortion 
7) Phase distortion 
8) Group delay 
9) Electroacoustic efficiency 

10) Power-handling capacity 
II) Constancy of performance. 
Looking at this list, one is likely to be overcome 

with a feeling of deja vu, and rightly so; these conclu
sions are 50 years old. Yet they hold up well in light 
of today's knowledge. 

The following is a review of more recent opinions 
expressed in the literature. Unfortunately the writings 
are fragmented, with useful contributions to be found 
in consumer audio publications and trade or corporate 
publications as often as in professional journals. In all 
there are few spokespersons for such a large and mature 
industry. Most of what has transpired in the field of 
loudspeaker system design has occurred behind closed 
doors by people who range from enthusiastic amateurs 
with an artist's touch to straightforward engineers. Few 
of these workers have made their ideas public. 

In addition, there are the product reviewers. These 
people, by their journalistic nature, are more candid 
about their approaches to technical assessment. Some 
reviewers eschew measurements entirely, or give them 
only token respect. 

Naturally, influences can bear both ways, from de
signers to reviewers, and vice versa. There are sub
stantial differences of opinion in both camps, and some 
interesting similarities. For example, there are sug
gestions of geographical patterns, with the designers 
and reviewers of specific areas forming what appear 
to be mutually compatible closed systems. This may 
or may not have anything to do with listener taste, 
since adequately controlled and reported listening tests 
are almost nonexistent, but it certainly does seem to 
have something to do with the locally fashionable form 
of amplitude-response measurement. 

Almost all workers acknowledge the value of more 
than one form of amplitude-response measurement. For 
different reasons, however, everyone seems to have a 
favorite, and the following rough classification reflects 
the predominant view held by each author, at least at 
the time of publication. 

The presentation of these views has been organized 
around the sequence of sounds arriving at a listener's 
ears in a normal listening room. First there is the direct 
sound, normally the sound radiated along the reference 
axis of the loudspeakers. Next come the sounds that 
have been reflected once from the adjacent room 
boundaries -floor, walls, and ceiling-radiated from 
the loudspeaker at specific and sometimes large angles 
off axis. Still later there is the reverberant field de
veloped from sounds that have been reflected several 
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times from the room boundaries and objects within the 
room. These sounds include, to varying degrees, sounds 
radiated from the loudspeaker in all directions. 

1.1 Amplitude Response as a Function of 
Listening Perspective 

The first item on Brittain's list is amplitude response, 
referring mainly to on-axis measurements in free space. 
This curve, as well as being the most flattering to most 
loudspeakers, descri bes the direct sound at the ears of 
properly seated listeners. A number of workers such 
as Hentsch [3] in Switzerland, and Harwood [4], [5] 
and Mathers [6] at the BBC and Colloms [7], also in 
the United Kingdom, clearly believe in the preeminence 
of the direct sound in establishing perceived sound 
quality . Their emphasis is therefore on amplitude re
sponses measured in the free field on axis and within 
a listening window sufficient to include the ears of 
normally positioned listeners, usually up to 30-45° 
off axis horizontally, and less vertically. 

Moving, philosophically, further into the listening 
room, we embrace the views of those who believe in 
including some measure(s) of sounds that arrive at a 
listener's ears after one or more reflections. Shorter 
[8], writing of his BBC experiences in 1958, some 
years before Harwood and Mathers, said that "expe
rience . . . suggests that, if a single quantity representing 
'effective' response is to be found at all, it will lie 
somewhere between the axial and the mean spherical 
response." He goes on to suggest a spherical integration 
weighted to give the front response more prominence. 

Moir appears to be in general agreement with the 
suggestion of an ideal loudspeaker having uniform sound 
distribution over "something less than ::!:: 90 degrees 
in front of the loudspeaker" [9] and of measurements 
that take into account both the direct and the reverberant 
energies by using temporal or spectral integrations [10]. 
He reaches no final conclusions but notes simply that 
at the present stage free-field measurements are "in 
better agreement with the subjectively judged response 
than any response curve measured in the listening room" 
[10] . 

Remaining in the United Kingdom, Walker [11] and 
Cooke [12], while acknowledging the importance of 
an uncolored direct sound, point out that indirect sounds 
should be similarly free of irregularities to avoid per
ceptible coloration. 

Queen in the United States concluded that for sound 
reinforcement the direct sound was the dominant factor 
in spectrum perception [13], but after examining stereo 
imaging closely, he observed that "loudspeaker designs 
for home music listening rooms must consider directivity 
not from the standpoint of audience coverage (direct 
sound) but from the standpoint of uniformity of the 
intensity of arriving reflections with respect to fre
quency. " From this he went on to specify loudspeaker 
design objectives of either a nondirectional horizontal 
radiation, with restricted vertical dispersion, or "a di
rectional loudspeaker providing high uniformity of di
rectional pattern with frequency" [14]. 
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Heyser, also in the United States, without reference 
to supporting subjective data, selected a combination 
of free-field measurements and listening-room mea
surements time-windowed to include early reflections, 
clearly expressing a compatible philosophy [15]. 

Komamura et at. [16], in Japan, performed factor 
analyses on extensive subjective and objective data, 
and concluded that, of the measured parameters, fre
quency responses measured in the listening room and 
in the anechoic room, at 0, 30, and 60°, have a high 
correlation with listener preference. This, clearly, is 
a transitional point of view, since it suggests that certain 
free-field data and listening-room measurements are 
compatible. 

The next significant shift of perspective is to embrace 
the listening-room sound field in its entirety. Some 
workers, noting that listeners are often in a predomi
nantly reverberant sound field, alluded to the "sub
stantial evidence that the total acoustic power output 
of a speaker system over its frequency range is the 
most important characteristic determining the frequency 
response heard by the listener" [17]. Brociner and 
von Recklinghausen were careful to point out, however, 
that such measures can be fooled, saying that" ... a 
non smooth power response measured in the reverber
ation room indicates a similarly irregular frequency 
response as measured in an anechoic chamber . While 
it cannot be stated that a speaker system which shows 
a smooth response in the reverberation room will nec
essarily sound good or have a smooth pressure response, 
the reverse is true." 

It was at the same time, 1968, that Bose developed 
his distinctive loudspeaker and, along with it, the view 
that "when the loudspeaker is properly placed with 
respect to the rear reflecting wall, the frequency response 
measured with respect to the total radiated acoustical 
energy should be flat" [18]. This position was reinforced 
in a later publication where he concluded that" loud
speakers should be designed to a flat power criterion 
rather than the conventional flat-frequency-response
on-axis criterion " [19]. Bose, by implication, was re
ferring to his own designs which (then) were either 
multidirectional or at least widely dispersing, generating 
a clearly dominant reverberant sound field in the lis
tening room . 

Others applied the sound power criterion to conven
tional loudspeakers, among them several who, perhaps 
by chance, worked in the same New England (U . S . )  
area. McShane [20], Allison and Berkovitz [21], Con
sumers Union [22], Torick [23], and Hirsch [24] all 
attributed a dominant role to sound power in determining 
the spectral character of sound in a listening room. 
Rosenberg [25] and Staffeldt [26] in Scandinavia prevent 
this from being an exclusively U.S. point of view . 

It therefore appears that in the United States and in 
the United Kingdom there were collections of designers 
and reviewers sharing perspectives on measurements 
that would seem to place them at opposite ends of a 
controversy. 

There is probably no better way to illustrate the trans-
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Atlantic polarization than to quote from Shorter [8] 
who says, "The only firm conclusion which can �afely 
be drawn isc!hat with wide-range loudspeakers of con
,ventionaldirectional characteristics a flat axial response 
may be acceptable but a flat mean-spherical (i.e., pnwer) 
response is intolerable." 

On the face of it,·it w.ould seem that both points of 
view cannot be correct. Consequently there is a tendency 
for workers, including some of those mentioned above, 
to perform both kinds or measurements, just to be 
comprehensive. . 
. Even among the advocates of sound pQwer; the mea
surements. were·not seen to be faultless. In addition to 
the caution stated by Brociner and von Recklinghausen, 
Allison and Berkovitz commented ona discrepancy in 
the measurements noting that �'the average room does 
not give the low-frequency support that is commonly 
assumed." These were>attributed to source-boundary 
interactions, well known in .physicalacoustics, and 
identified earlier by Sioles [27], discussed later by Al
lison [28] . 

If the purpose of a measurement is to predict loud
speaker performance in a listening room, why not simply 
do it there? Sioles, in 1963, "recognized that mea
-surements on loudspeakers must be taken in their normal 
operating environment in order to 'assess the overall 
performance unless' a large amount of free-field data 
is accumulated and averaged" [27] . 

Indeed, the simplicity of the method is appealing, 
since no special measuring environtnen!s ,are--necessary 
and, using one-third-octave bands of ·noisereven :the 
instrumentation is simple.' .ijenade" however;.; c;lutioiled 
that such filter widtlls may fail to reyeal importantir-
regularities [29]. " ,  , '. ' �' 

"Nevertheless, one-third-()ctave measurements are 
widely used for assesSI!1.ents by workers who have found 
it to,bea good indicator,QHistener preference. Observing 
that the optimum listening:room, CULve .w.as not flat, 
�arious id,eal funcHpns have been �proposed, for eX
ample, Mj/lller. [30]-. Russell [3Uembellished the method 
with some spatial ,av,eragillg and suggested a range·of 

"ideal" functions. Holl [121 also;employed spatia)av
,eraging Qver.the listening area, b.ut instead of using.a 
generalized non flat ,target- curve, he deriyed, a,; room 
calibration based on reverberation-time data aQ.d COI;
rected the actual measured"curve so,that. the ideaLre
sponse was at JeasLaPPJ',oximately flat. It is equiyal�nt 
to measuringsollnd power in 'a so.und field that:is not 
perfe,<;tly difflls.e. Holl; aUuded to controlled listening 
;tests leading him to cOllslu.de that "the room measure
ment is the besUI)Qi(.;ation ofwh� a sy�te!1l will ac�ually 
sound like."·Long [�3] reported using.a:similar method 
(developed fQrprod,-!ct)reviews by E. Foster, with the 
cooperation. of T. IJoJI and A.. DeKost<.!r) .. 

Sch\llein [34] ,tested the techQique" and 'concluded 
that the nonJlat rQ9HJCUrves)n.qom�!>tic systems were 
;a(!art of a self-consis.t�Il�.system, including similarly 
non flat contrQh-�oom mQ�it.oi.ing .. )He speculated that 
improvements in the program material might increase 
the desira.bility of l;in acoustically flat· playback system. 
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, The fact thafthe "ideal" room curve is not flat is a 
problem for which there appears to be no unambiguous 
solution. Consequently one sees various approaches to 
rationalizing the.problem; either select a "target curve" 
and attempt to imitate it, or deriv'e a room "correction" and subtract it from the measurement. Either way im
portant assumptions are involved. 

The generalized "target curve" approach used by 
Mj/lller and Russell assumes that all rooms are similar 
in their sound diffusion and frequency-dependent ab
sorption. Adjacent-boundary interactions are not in
cluded and neither'are any considerations of loudspeaker 
directiyity and its effect on the direct-to-reverberant 

·ratio of the sound field. One might expect some un
certainty about the shape of the" ideal" response curve 
and, in Fig. I, this is apparent. 

The approach used by Holl and Long has rather better 
prospec,ts since by using standard m.icrophone and 
loudspeaker placement, the boundary interactions can 
be maintained as constant factors, or with some cali
·J:lration data" removed entirely. The room calibrations 
at middle and high frequencies rely on reverberation
time measurements and thus assume a diffusion in the 

. sound- field that may or may n.ot exist . Loudspeakers 
of different directivities would therefore yield data re
quiring individual interpretation; the method may be 
useful within thelimit�d scope of fundamentally similar 
products, but there are likely to be errors in the eval
uation oUoudspeakers in general. Nevertheless, the 
"frequency. response" of the room used in Holl's ex
ample [32, Fig. 2J,.shown in Fig. 1 ,js close to Mj/lller's 
optimum curve;', appaI;ently both workers used acous
tically similar rooms .. Th�' alternative. target curves 

,suggested, by Russell have • very generous tolerances, 
;although the '- 3-dBcper-decade slope is in the same 
,spirit as the Mj/lller and Holl curves. 

� : : ..... - . . . 

·1.2 �rnplitude Response: A Synopsis 

"with6�i rec6urse'to di'rbctIY
' 

comparable measure
ments toiHustrate' ihep'oi' clt, it is evident that there is 
serldos'f disagre�ment amo'rig knowledgeable and ex-

J-
"'::> ". -

a. 
z 
H 
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oo 
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v 

.J 
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..... . � .  
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FREOUENCY (HZ) 
Fig . I. "Ideal" lIstening-room amplitude-response curves 
proposed by Ml<lller (top solid) and Russell (bottom sohd and 
dashed). For comparison a room correction curve used by 
Holl is shown (dotted). 
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perienced workers aboutwhat constitutes the mostuseful 
measure of loudspeaker amplitude response. The mag
nitude of the disagreement is such that, with the popular 
forward-facing configuration of loudspeakers, meeting 
one of the ampli tude-response cri teria, such as a flat 
on-axis response, would automatically result in failure 
of another, the flat sound-power response, because of 
the directional characteristics of the device. Measure
ments within the listening room are sensitive to a variety 
of factors related to both the loudspeaker and the room. 
If performance in the room is the ultimate criterion, it 
is unlikely that measurements on the loudspeaker alone 
would be very reliable, since they convey only part of 
the information. 

To the extent that the general form of the amplitude 
response is a determinan t of listener preference, it would 
seem that the industry has not yet decided on a design 
objective. 

1_3 Phase Response 

In engineering terms it is so logical that phase re
sponse should matter that, over the years, several 
workers have repeated the investigations, only to con
clude that in the real world it is, at worst, only a minor 
problem. With selected test signals and listening with 
headphones or in an anechoic room, listeners can hear 
differences attributable to phase shift. Using music, 
and listening to loudspeakers in normal rooms, even 
carefully selected listeners appear to have difficulty 
detecting the presence of qui te large phase shifts, much 
less are they able to establish a preference. While these 
observations seem to be fairly general for smooth 
changes in phase as a function of frequency, including 
substantial group delays, the rapid local phase changes 
indicative of resonances may be another matter. Always, 
and especially in loudspeakers with multiple drivers 
and overlapping crossover regions, there is the uncer
tainty of whether one is hearing the effects of phase, 
or of an associated amplitude aberration. 

This very point was made by Brittain in 1937, who 
noted the insensitivity of the ear to phase effects "unless 
accompanied by some other phenomenon" [2). Hentsch, 
in 1951, observed that "phase variations" were un
important, and large group delays barely detectable, 
even by experienced listeners [3). 

Such results from those early years could be disputed 
nowadays on the basis of the rather poor microphones 
and other equipment involved in the tests. They are 
therefore all the more impressive in view of the fact 
that much more recent investigations by Preis [35], 
Bauer [36], Harwood [37], Moir [38], Lipshitz et al. 
[39], Saponas et al. [40], and Clark [41) among others, 
have come to basically similar conclusions. 

The recent work has been more thoroughly investi
gative and puts some limits on the thresholds of au
dibility of various phase and group-delay effects. The 
limi ts on overall trends in phase response are very gen
erous, though, and appear not to require special con
sideration in the design of conventional domestic loud-
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speakers. However, Saponas et al. are careful to poin t 
out that localized sharp discontinuities in amplitude 
response tend to be associated wi th high rates of change 
of phase shift and the combination causes "frequency 
dis tortion." 

Others, though, have disagreed with these views, 
among them Bowers and Roe [42) and Gerzon [43). In 
[42], the authors compare two loudspeakers, one ad
justed: to yield a linear phase response and a similar 
nonlinear phase version. There was "some departure 
in measured amplitude response in the nonlinear phase 
system, but as identical drive was applied to identical 
uni ts this was not coun ted a relevan t variable." In other 
words, the electrical input to the two loudspeaker sys
tems was the same, but the acoustical output differed 
in both amplitude and phase response. One is left to 
wonder which parameter caused the "clearly audible" 
differences reported by the listeners. In these experi
ments it is difficul t to manipulate one parameter in 
isolation, particularly when altering electroacoustic 
devices, a point well made by Barlow [44) who inves
tigated the same effect and concluded that "any audible 
effect due to the acoustic centres being in the same 
plane is very small and is masked by reflection" (from 
the front panel setbacks). 

1.4 Audibility of Amplitude-Response and Time
Domain Anomalies 

When Biicklein, in 1962, .investigated the audibility 
of various forms and magni tudes of peaks and dips as 
a function of frequency, he addressed a fundamental 
problem in amplitude-response assessment [45). How 
flat or smooth does a curve really need to be? 

He observed, among other things, that an amplitude
response irregularity appearing as a peak may be highly 
objectionable when the equivalent dip may be barely 
audible. 

Biicklein also found that the audibili ty of irregulari ties 
increased with their width and their amplitude. The 
latter is to be expected but the former is interesting, 
as it implies that low-Q resonances are more easily 
detected than high-Q resonances. This finding was later 
confirmed by Stevens [46], looking at enclosure res
onances, and by Fryer.[47) who explored the audibility 
of resonances as a function of,both Q and frequency. 
Barlow, discussing Fryer's work, summarized the im
portant points as follows: ':The ear evidently detects 
mait\ly the energy or area under :the·

peak. In some 
Gases,.at high Q, the peak can be well above the general 
level before,being detectable, buUn other cases a low
Q resonance; well below the general level, is still de
tectable. Damping a resonance may not give as great 
an improvement as hoped for, especially at low fre
quencies" [44). 

In both Stevens's and Fryer's tests,.listeners detected 
low-Q (Q � 10) reson.ances at levels 10 to·20 dB below 
average programJevel with as much ease as they found 
high-Q (Q ;:. 20) resonances with output equal to or 
above the averag� lev�l. In terms of measured ampli tude 
response this means that some audible colorations may 
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be present even though the curve may appear to be 
quite flat. On the other hand, some narrow spikes or 
sharp dips that are offensive to the eyes may be virtually 
ignored by the ears. 

Translated into the time domain, there should be a 
similar sensory contradiction wherein the high-Q res
onances with their prolonged decays that are so offensive 
to the eyes when viewed on an oscilloscope or in "wa
terfall" diagrams of signal energy in time and frequency 
[48], [49] may be less audible than rapidly damped 
lower amplitude overhangs. Hentsch, in fact, concluded 
just that when he found that viewing transient phenom
ena on an oscilloscope " is not a certain means of de- . 
termining the subjective effects of the deformations" 
[3]. 

Shorter [50], in 1946, and Corrington [51], in 1955, 
developed gating systems for looking at the energy in 
the decaying tails of tone bursts. Both workers were 
convinced that this view of events in the time domain 
offered better indications of audible colorations than 
conventional amplitude-response measurements. that 
included the visual clutter of nonresonant interference 
effects. Hentsch, in 1951, saw a way around this by 
using spatial averaging of anechoic swept-tone ampli
tude responses to more clearly reveal the spectral ir
regularities caused by resonances. He concluded that 
"the study of amplitude response alone is sufficient to 
determine the quality of reproduction'in the transient 
regime" [3]. In 1961 Larson and Adducci [52] arrived 
at the same conclusion and observed further that "little 
correlation exists between the transient performance 
of a loudspeaker and musical listening tests." 

In 1971 Sapooas, Matson, and Ashley (40) examined 
a variety of transient and steady-state test signals and 
concluded that most of the commonly used transient 
signals were inappropriate for evaluating loudspeakers, 
and for even a simple impulse, it would be "nearly 
impossible to look at the output from a microphone 
and say if this is a good or bad result." They concluded 
that "the sine wave is still very much the king of test 
signals. " 

Driscoll, writing in 1974, basically agreed with this 
result saying that while he thought that impulse tests 
can be "a useful pointer to at least some qualities of a 
loudspeaker's performance," the test by itself cannot 
be used to rank products " in any order of performance 
quality" [53]. Unwin expressed almost the directly 
opposite point of view, placing great importance in the 
visual form of the impulse response and arguing that 
"testing a loudspeaker with a steady sine wave tells 
us almost nothing about the way it will handle transients 
which are the most important constituents of musical 
performance" [54]. Unfortunately no proofs were of
fered. 

In distinct contrast to all of these endeavors to identify 
and quantify the sources of resonance and transient 
colorations there is the conclusion of Bose who " learned 
that it is possible to produce music without audible 
coloration from distortion, resonances or transient re
sponse irregularities by the use of a multiplicity of full 
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range loudspeakers" [19]. These tests were done with 
loudspeakers that generated a predominantly reverberant 
sound field so that, in addition to the small differences 
among the various drivers, there was the confusion of 
the mostly reflected sound field to disguise the audible 
effects of these technical imperfections. Briggs, writing 
earlier, in 1958, noted that directing the axis of a loud
speaker toward a wall or ceiling "camouflages peaks 
in response to a remarkable extent because the room 
gets to work on the sound waves before they reach the 
ear of the listener" [55]. These findings might be related 
to that of Harwood [5] who obtained the "remarkable 
result" that listeners could not hear a series of low-Q 
resonances at spacings of less than one octave over the 
entire frequency range. 

Although there are some clear differences of opinion, 
there are nevertheless some recognizable patterns in 
this collection of findings and they can be described 
as follows: audible colorations are often caused by res
onances in a loudspeaker system. These resonances 
will be revealed, in varying degrees, in both steady
state amplitude responses and time-domain responses 
to interrupted sounds. 

In order for amplitude responses to reveal unambig
uous clues to the presence of resonances the measure
ment must have high resolution in the frequency domain 
and incorporate some form of spatial averaging to re
move the visual clutter caused by acoustical interfer
ence. This done, evidence of potentially audible col
oration will take the form of upward thrusting peaks 
deviating from the underlying general shape of the 
curve. Wide, low-amplitude bumps can be as annoying 
as much higher, narrow peaks. Dips in the amplitude 
response appear to be much less important than peaks. 
The technique is limited, however, in that it will not 
necessarily reveal the low-Q resonances 10 to 20 dB 
below the level of the primary signal that have been 
shown to be sources of audible coloration. 

Explorations of time-domain performance can iden
tify most resonance problems, but the interpretation 
appears to run contrary to common preconceptions. 
The highly visible long "tails" caused by high-Q res
onances are not always the most severe problems. The 
broader band, better damped tails of low-Q resonances 
need to be ferretted out of the time-domain data, as 
these are often associated with the dominant audible 
coloration. 

It is interesting to speculate why this phenomenon 
occurs. First, from a purely statistical point of view, 
a broad resonance will be excited more often by sounds 
in music than a narrow resonance. Second, since musical 
sounds at middle and high frequencies are either tran
sient in nature or are at least strongly amplitude mod
ulated, a low-Q resonance will reach full amplitude 
more often and more quickly than a high-Q resonance. 
And, finally, since these are forced resonances, once 
the exciting signal is removed, the resonant system 
reverts to its natural frequency. For a high-Q resonance 
the resonant overhang will have the same, or close to 
the same, frequency as the signal that stimulated it, 
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and its presence may be difficult to detect, given that 
musical instruments are themselves resonant devices. 
A low-Q resonance, on the other hand, can ring at a 
frequency significantly different from the one that in
itiated the response, thus imparting a monotonal col
oration to a range of exciting frequencies. 

The frequency at which the amplitude aberration oc
curs also matters. All studies have indicated a reduction 
in audibility at both frequency extremes. Bucklein's 
results show two regions of high sensitivity: between 
about 200 Hz and 600 Hz and 2 kHz and 6 kHz. Fryer's 
data indicate a slightly increased sensitivity between 
2 kHz and 5 kHz. 

Between about 600 Hz and 2 kHz the ears seem to 
be marginally less sensitive to these problems. It may 

. be more than coincidence that this is the frequency 
range within which there appears to be a kind of phys
iological crossover of auditory function. For example, 
below about 1 kHz the inner ear is capable of neurally 
encoding accurate information about the acoustic wave
form; above this frequency there is an increasing reliance 
on the amplitude envelope, rather than carrier infor
mation. In sound localization this is apparent in the 
importance of interaural time differences at lower fre-

n"' . 

quencies while,'at high frequencies, the sensitivity to 
timing information seems to apply principally to the 
amplitude-modulated envelope rather than to the fine 
structure of the underlying signal [56]. It is fortunate 
that this frequency range, within which there may be 
some uncertainty about the dominant perceptual cues, 

. includes the majority of woofer- or midrange-to-tweeter 
crossovers, where amplitude and phase response prob
lems are routinely found. 

1.5 Nonlinear Distortions 
Shorter, in 1958, offered the advice that "with some 

forms of distortion it would probably be easier, as well 
as more profitable, to remove the cause by appropriate 
design than to discover rules for assessing the effect" 
[8]. In electronic components this principle has been 
applied with considerable success, but in loudspeakers, 
it is commonplace to measure distortions in whole per
centages at modest sound levels. Either listeners are 
remarkably tolerant of these imperfections or there is 
still a major problem to be solved. 

From accounts of different investigations, however, 
one can reach a number of conclusions. Bose concluded 
that with most high-fidelity loudspeakers "audible 
nonlinear distortion in music or speech is definitely 
one of the more minor of their shortcomings, notwith
standing the fact that distortion measurements . . . can 
be quite large" [18]. Kantrowitz arrived at a fairly 
generous 3% as the level of CCIF (intermodulation) 
distortion above which it became objectionable in high
frequency drivers [57]. Here, though, is a case where 
one might suspect that the source material may have 
had an influence on the results since the 1962-vintage 
disk recordings, and playback devices had similar 
problems of their own. The more recent work of Fryer 
[47] indicated similarly large values for the detection 
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of intermodulation distortion. Noting that typical 
loudspeakers at typical listening levels produce less 
than 1 % intermodulation distortion, he concluded that 
"it is not a particularly serious issue for designers." 

However, there are several forms of nonlinear dis
tortion and a number of important variables influencing 
their audibility. Cabot, in a recent review of previous 
work, discusses the subject in some detail [58]. While 
acknowledging some of the high detection thresholds 
that have been reported, he comments on the need for 
more experiments with better controls and using the 
superior program material available today. Selecting 
what he regards as possibly "the most reliable work 
to date," Cabot arrives at a performance objective of 
0.05% total harmonic distortion, with the provision 
that high-order components not be dominant. If this is 
the case, then there is considerable room for improve
ment in loudspeakers, and Shorter's advice might prove 
to be difficult and rather expensive to implement. 

Even with this small sampling of the literature on 
nonlinear distortion it is evident that there is no unan
imity of opinion. Clearly, there is a need for more 
work on this subject. 

2 DISCUSSION 

Given the age and size of the industry it may appear 
to be somewhat surprising that there is so little agree
ment on the desirable measured performance objectives 
of loudspeakers. That this is true for something as basic 
as the amplitude response is particularly disconcerting . 

Errors in the physical measurements are not likely 
to be at fault here, the differences at issue are simply 
too large. There are some suggestions that the manner 
of measurement and data presentation may be important, 
but, there would appear to be secondary factors. There 
is even the suggestion that geography might be a con
sideration. 

Throughout the published accounts of loudspeaker 
design and evaluation methods there are references to 
listening tests and subjective preferences lending sup
port to one or another technical evaluation scheme. 
Rarely are the subjective measurement methods de
scribed in any detail. Knowing now the attention to 
detail that is necessary to obtain reliable subjective 
data, it is reasonable to speculate that another impor
tant variable underlying these uncertainties is listener 
opinion. 

Recent work on subjective measurements [I] has 
produced a large body of reliable subjective data on a 
number of loudspeakers. In Part 2 of this paper these 
data provide the basis for an examination of certain 
aspects of measured loudspeaker performance. 
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Loudspeaker Measurements and Their Relationship 

to Listener Preferences: Part 2* 

FLOYD E. TOOLE 

National Research Council, Ottawa, Onto KIA OR6, Canada 

Using the highly reliable subjective ratings from an earlier study, loudspeaker mea
surements have been examined for systematic relationships to l istener preferences. The 
result  has been a logical and orderly organization of measurements that can be used to 
antic ipate listener opinion . With the restriction to l isteners with near-normal hearing 
and loudspeakers of the conventional forward-facing configuration, the data offer con
vincing proof that a rel iable ranking of loudspeaker sound quality can be achieved with 
specific combinations of high-resolution free-field amplitude-response data. Using such 
data obtained at several orientations it is possible to estimate loudspeaker performance 
in the l istening room . Listening-room and sound-power measurements alone appear to 
be susceptible to error in that while truly poor loudspeakers can generally  be identified, 
excellence may not be recognized. High-quality stereo reproduction is compatible with 
those loudspeakers yielding high sound quality; however, there appears to be an inherent 
trade-off between the illusions of specific image localization and the sense of spatial 
involvement .  

4 INTRODUCTION-PART 2 
The review of published opinion in Part I of this 

paperl indicates that there are aspects of loudspeaker 
measurements about which there is significant dis
agreement among various workers . Prominent among 
these is the measurement of amplitude response , where 
there is no universally accepted method of measurement.  
Most designers and reviewers acknowledge that there 
is some merit in measurements of free-field on-axis 
and off-axis performance , and in the consolidated 
measures of sound-power or l istening-room response . 
Nevertheless , individuals  generally express a preference 
for one of these , based on their experience or inves
tigations. 

For loudspeakers of conventional design ,  us ing for
ward-facing radiators , the same criterion of excellence 
cannot be applied to all of the measurement options. 
A conventional loudspeaker system with a flat amplitude 
response on its reference axis cannot have a flat sound-

* Manuscript received 1985 May 30; revised 1986 January 
13. 

IF. E. Toole, J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 34, pp. 227-23 5 
(1986 Apr . ) .  
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power response ,  and vice versa .  Neither a flat axial
response nor a flat sound-power response ensures a 
measured response in a typical li stening room that is 
flat , or even of any particular shape that could be stan
dardized. 

Thus without even considering the performance of 
loudspeakers with regard to phase response, time-do
main response , or nonlinear distortions there are dis
agreements in basic measurement methodology . The 
present study i s  an attempt to resolve some of the ap
parent contradictions . 

Restating the long-term objective of this project , it 
is to define a set of technical measurements and the 
form of their presentation , such that interpretations by 
experienced unbiased observers correspond to the results 
of controlled listening tests using experienced unbiased 
li steners . A loudspeaker that has a good technical per
formance , in certain specific terms , should sound good 
in the l istening room , and vice versa .  

5 MEASUREMENTS 

Fundamental to this investigation is the clear iden
tification of the subjective and objective variables to 
be used in the attempted correlations . The subj ective 
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data came from experiments conducted under strict ex
perimental controls , all of which have been described 
at length in a recent paper by this author [ 1 ] . The results 
of these experiments were consistent and repeatable 
but , as was pointed out in this  earlier work, it i s  possible 
to be consistently in error (due , for example, to a prej 
udicial selection of program material or to an acoustical 
aberration in the l istening room) . Therefore there i s  a 
second purpose to the present investigation: to test for 
objectively identifiable bias in the listener ratings .  

5.1 Subjective Measurements 

The l i steners who partic ipated in the subjective mea
surements from which the present data are taken ranged 
from professional sound-recording engineers to audio
philes . Many were musicians , but all of them had a 
background of serious critical l istening . In all , there 
were 42 listeners in these tests , but the data used here 
pertain only to the 28 who exhibited low j udgment 
variability.  These listeners all had hearing threshold 
levels within to dB of the ISO audiometric zero at 
frequencies below 1 kHz ,  and within 20 dB ,  up to 6 
kHz. As  noted in the previous paper, these were the 
listeners whose " fidelity ratings " showed the greatest 
consistency within individuals and the closest agreement 
across the group of individual s .  

Not all l isteners auditioned all loudspeakers and  not 
all loudspeakers were included in each experiment . 
There were, in fact ,  six separate experiments , with 
certain " anchor" products  being common to several 
of them.  All of the loudspeakers were conventionally 
enclosed two- or three-way systems with forward-facing 
drivers . 

In the course of each 30-min exposure to randomized 
presentations of a test group of four loudspeakers , . l is
teners completed questionnaires , quantifying their per
ceptions of various audible attributes and arriving finally 
at an overall fidelity rating . This rating i s  on a scale 
of 0 to 10, where to identifies a reproduction that i s  
perfectly faithful to the ideal , n o  improvement being 
poss ible . The number 0, in contrast , denotes a repro� 
duction with no similarity to the ideal-a worse re
production cannot be imagined . This scale has been 
used extensively by the author and others , and is em
bodied in IEC Publication 268- 1 3 [59 ] . Each experiment 
ran from one to several day s ,  until each l istener had 
auditioned each loudspeaker three to five times in the 
randomized presentations . 

All of the fidel ity ratings used here came from mono
phonic listening tests . Over half of the loudspeakers 
were evaluated in stereophonic comparisons as well , 
but these data are not included .  As  pointed out previ 
ously [ 1 ] ,  highly rated loudspeakers receive closely 
s imilar ratings in both stereo and mono test s ,  but loud
speakers with lower ratings tend to receive elevated 
ratings in stereo assessments . This scaling distortion ,  
combined with the increased judgment variability i n  
stereo tests, encouraged the use of the monophonic test 
result s .  
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5.2 Objective Measurements 

As discussed in Part 1 ,  the identification of a s ingle 
defensibly superior method of measuring the frequency 
response of loudspeakers has been a matter of debate 
for years . Anechoic on-axis measurements have had a 
logical appeal on the basis that they describe the " di 
rect " sound a t  a listener's ears . From a marketing point 
of view there is the further advantage that they tend to 
show the product in the most flattering light. Detractors 
have argued that listening rooms are not anechoic 
spaces . In fact some have argued that in normal rooms 
l isteners experience a sound field that is predominantly 
reverberant . Consequently total sound-power output i s  
promoted by these experts as the single most reliable 
indicator of sound quality. Between these extreme views 
are those that embrace both , either explicitly- s aying 
that a good loudspeaker should measure well in both 
respects -or implicitly- advocating measurements 
within the listening room.  

The discussion of results wi l l  deal with these  alter
natives and their merits in more detail . For the moment 
let us consider a measurement system that embraces 
most if not all of these alternatives and that has sufficient 
flexibility to process and present the data in new forms , 
if required .  

Over nearly two decades o f  intermittent investigation 
of loudspeaker performance , the author developed a 
preference for high-resolution anechoic swept-tone 
frequency responses . These were not restricted to on
axis  views of performance , but  included measuremems 
at various angles off axis [60]-[62] . The analog equip
ment yielded graphic plots  with ease and accurac y ,  but 
one was forced to use visual analysis  and integration 
to deduce much of value from the collection of curves . 

It is a modern variation of the time-honored method 
that provided the basis  for the following evaluations. 
A computer-controlled programmable oscillator was 
stepped through a predetermined set of frequencies on 
each scan . After each step the output was held until  
the sound field stabilized before the measurement was 
made . In the anechoic chamber the delay was near 
zero, but in the l istening room a delay of about 400 
ms was necessary to accommodate the reverberation 
characteristics of the room . 

With the measurements stored in digital form , it was 
a simple matter to " filter" the data after the fact . Com
puting the energy average over several adj acent mea
surements is  equivalent to measuring that bandwidth 
with a perfect filter.  S imilarly , because the same set 
of test frequencies was used in each measurement scan , 
it was possible to combine the results for several loud
speaker and/or microphone positions and to compute 
averaged measurements , to do spatial integrations over 
various solid angles , to compute sound-power output , 
d irectivity index, and so on , all with high resolution 
in the frequency domain . 

In the present evaluation the pure tone was stepped 
through 200 frequencies uniformly spaced on a log
arithmic scale running from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Free-
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field measurements were made at 2 m in an anechoic 
chamber.2 With the loudspeaker on a turntable, mea
surements were made on the reference axis (if specified 
by the manufacturer) and at 1 5° increments to ± 90° 
horizontally and vertically.  Measurements continued 
at 30° increments in the rear hemisphere , for a total of 
34 curves . 

Measurements in the anechoic chamber developed 
progres sively larger errors at frequencies below 200 
Hz due to imperfect sound absorption at the room 
boundaries . To allow useful data to be accumulated at 
lower frequencies , the error was stabilized by fixing 
the locations of the woofer and the microphone within 
the standing-wave pattern in the chamber . The error 
was measured by comparing results obtained inside the 
chamber with those obtained us ing a duplicate config
uration on a lO-m tower outdoors. Incidentally , a sig
nificant problem was created by thermal sensitivity of 
various parts of the loudspeaker systems . Between the 
interior of the anechoic chamber and the tower, dif
ferences in air temperature and the more localized effects 
of solar heating and wind cooling could cause frequency
response fluctuations of up to 2 dB . 

Once the error function was identified ,  the amplitude
response correction became a routine part of the data
processing operation.  Apart from occasional narrow
band anomalies caused by unusually large enclosures 
or remotely located reflex port s ,  it is  believed that the 
measurements  are accurate within ± 1 dB down to 30  
Hz. 

Other measurements included the phase response , 
which was calculated by Fourier transformation from 
the time-domain impulse response of the loudspeaker , 
total harmonic distortion at two input power levels , 
and sensitivity. These measurements were made only 
on the reference axis . 

5.3 Evolutionary Frequency-Response 
Measurements 

In this investigation, all of the most common forms 
of amplitude-response measurements were used , and 
some new variations were tried . Accordingly the fol
lowing responses were measured and processed for the 
test loudspeakers (all measurements  at 2 m): 

1)  On-axis free-field measurements 
2) Off-axis free-field measurements up to ± 1 80° 

horizontal and vertical at 1 5° increments  in the front 
hemisphere and 30° increments in the rear hemisphere 

3 )  Mean amplitude response in front hemisphere 
4) Mean amplitude response in total sphere 
5) Mean amplitude response in ± 1 5° "listening 

window " 
6) Mean amplitude response in ± 30-45° annulus 
7 )  Mean amplitude response in ± 60-75° annulus 
8 )  Total sound power 

2 This places the microphone in,  or close to ,
. 
t
.
h� far field 

of most conventional loudspeakers . The sensItivIty at the 
standard distance of 1 m was c alculated from measurements 
at 2 m. 
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9) Directivity index 
10) Phase response. 
The combinations of measurements appearing through

out thi s  paper as spat ial averages or mean amplitude 
responses were achieved by a process of energy av
era�ing as follows: { N lOSPLn!10} 

SPLrotal = 1 0  log 10 n�1 N 
. 

Unfortunately listening-room measurements were not 
possible for all of the loudspeakers , but some selected 
units were tested in this  manner . This matter will be 
addressed separately in a later section . 

These measures will be explained with reference to 
measurement s  performed on loudspeaker D ,  a conven
tional two-way design consisting of an 8-in (200-mm) 
woofer and a I-in (25-mm) tweeter . This loudspeaker 
was given a mean fidelity rating of 7 . 5 ,  an interesting 
fact to remember when reviewing these data in the 
context of later discussions [ 1 , Fig . 1 7] .  

Conventional on- and off-axis  amplitude-response 
measurements  are shown in Fig .  2. From the selection 
of curves d isplayed it i s  evident that this kind of in
formation, while accurate , i s  rather difficult to interpret . 
The problem is that some of the irregularit ies in the 
curves are caused by resonances within the loudspeaker, 
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Fig.  2. Free-field meas urements on loudspeaker D at 2 m on 
axi s and at (a) 30, 60, and 90° off axis horizontally (left) 
and (b) 30, 60, and 90° off axis vertically (up). 
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while others are associated with interference between 
multiple drivers, reflections, or diffraction. Resonances 
tend to cause similar irregularities  in most measure
ments, while irregularities associated with interference 
tend to change in both form and frequency depending 
on the orientation of the measuring microphone . Visual 
" integration " by experienced eyes can sort out much 
of the inconsistent clutter caused by relatively innocuous 
interference effects, revealing the important evidence 
of persi stent discontinuities, due to resonances, and 
directional trends . The novice examiner, however, is· 
l ikely to be unnecessarily alarmed by what is seen . 

In Fig . 3 the on-axis response is repeated for com
parison with the mean of the 25 amplitude-response 
measurements in the front hemisphere . The smoothing 
achieved by this spatial averaging is substantial . The 
evidence of acoustical interference i s  considerably re
duced , but the indicators of nonuniform sound output 
remain .  Gone also is all but the most elementary di
rectional information. This artifice yields what amounts 
to an axially weighted measurement of the sound prop
agated in the general direction of the listener, including 
most of the early reflections and most of the reverberant 
energy. 

Also shown in Fig .  3 i s  the mean of all 34 ampIitude
response measurements in the total sphere surrounding 
the loudspeaker. It should be noted that th is  is not the 
mean spherical response referred to by Gee and Shorter 
[63] , who used a surface-area weighting of sound
pressure-level measurements to produce what is now 
called total sound power (item 8 ) .  

Fig . 4 shows processed data that incorporate spatial 
averaging while retaining some directional information . 
The ± 1 5° " listening window " measure is the mean of 
the on-axis and the four 1 5° off-axis measurements . It 
represents the d irect sound for listeners located within 
a reasonable distance from the conventional stereo seat . 
The 30- 45° measure averages the eight measurements 
within that angular range and is thus indicative of the 
direct sound received by listeners who might be poorly 
located . For the principal l isteners these sounds might 
represent floor or ceiling reflections ,  and for all listeners ,  
they represent part o f  the reverberant sound field . The 
60-75° measure represents sounds that, in many room 
arrangements, arrive at the listener's  ears after reflection 
from sidewalls and also as reverberation. The early 
reflections arrive within the first 20 ms, and assuming 
no attenuation at the boundaries, with amplitudes 2 -
1 0  d B  lower than the direct sound . 

The purpose of spatial averaging is to eliminate ir
regularities in the curves caused by interference effects 
that change with microphone location, leaving intact 
the irregularities due to other causes. The idea is not 
new. For example, Hentsch [ 3 ]  and Shorter [8 ], in the 
1 950s, advocated the technique which has the char
acteristic of retaining high resolution in the frequency 
domain by trading off directional resolution .  The com
mon method of smoothing a messy curve i s  to use one
third-octave filtered noise as a test signal , which retains 
spatial precision, while yielding data with low resolution 
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in the frequency domain . This is an unsatisfactory trade, 
it would seem . 

The estimate of sound power ( i tem 8 )  shown in Fig . 
5 is derived from the 34 amplitude-response measure
ments, each weighted according to its contribution to 
the total power radiated .  The directivity index (item 
9) is as defined in lEe Publication 268-5: "Under free
field  conditions, the  ratio, expressed in decibels, of 
the intensity measured at a chosen point on the reference 
axis  to the intensity that a point source radiating the 
same acoustic power as the loudspeaker under test would 
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Fig . 3 .  Free-field measuremen ts on loudspeaker D at 2 m. 
Top-on axis; middle-mean response in front hemisphere; 
bottom-mean response in total sphere. 
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produce at the same measuring position, the measure
ments being made at a specified frequency . . .  " [64] . 

Phase response , shown in Fig . 6, was measured by 
fast Fourier transform analysis  of the on-axis impulse 
response . Data below about 300 Hz were not reliable 
because of the proximity of reflecting surfaces in the 
measuring environment. It is possible to see the clear 
correlations between the localized irregularities in this 
response and those in the amplitude response that sur
vived the spatial averaging process .  However, it should 
be noted that , like the amplitude response , the phase 
response is dependent upon microphone location . The 
data shown apply only to the reference axis of the loud
speaker. 

6 VISUAL CORRELATIONS OF SUBJECTIVE 
AND OBJECTIVE DATA 

Ideally all possible measurements would have been 
performed on all loudspeakers that were evaluated in 
the subj ective measurements . Unfortunately this  was 
not possible ,  as the hardware and software for physical 
measurements were developed in parallel with those 
for the subjective measurements . The data shown here 
apply to some products that were used in the experiments 
of [1] and some that have been conducted since , in the 
course of routine product evaluations .  Throughout , 
however, the experimental procedures and controls have 
been identical . The distinction that these products share 
is that the technical data were all acquired using the 
computer-controlled measurement system. S imilar data 
on other products acquired by analog means , and con
sequently without the benefit of processing , were shown 
in an earlier presentation [65 ] . 

Ideally also ,  the technical measures would be reduced 
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Fig . 6. Free-field measurements on loudspeaker D at 2 m. 
On-axis phase response. 
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to single-number ratings so that the correlations with 
the fidelity rating and other subj ective measures would 
be simple numerical exercises . However, the dimensions 
of these measures are numerous ,  and it seemed unrea
sonable to contaminate the data by further processing 
based on speculation or simplistic assumptions. Con
sequently the following presentations  rely on visual 
recognition of those features that the groupings of data 
have in common,  and those that appear not to follow 
the trend of the grouping parameter . 

The measured data were first organized by placing 
all products that received mean fidelity ratings (all l is
teners) within ranges of 0 . 5  scale unit in the same group. 
This resolution was selected on the basis that it rep
resents a difference in fidelity ratings that most listeners 
with near-normal hearing threshold levels were able 
to distinguish with high statistical significance . In 
common parlance , loudspeakers with fidelity ratings 
that differed by about 0 . 5  of a scale unit (that is , about 
5% of the total rating scale) were recognized as being 
sufficiently different that a preference could be stated , 
with substantial agreement among listeners with near
normal hearing threshold levels . Loudspeakers with 
fidelity ratings that differed by less than this amount , 
although exhibiting audible differences, tended to be 
s imilarly acceptable in an overall assessment of sound 
reproduction accuracy. 

S ince loudspeaker sens itivity is not a factor in sound 
reproduction accuracy, the data were adjusted to com
pensate for this factor using the mean on-axis sound 
level between 300 and 3 000 Hz as the indicator, in a 
manner similar to that used in the equal-level adjust
ments in the listening tests . 

6.1 On- and Off-Axis Amplitude Response 

Fig . 7(a) shows measurements on the three loud
speakers in the test that received mean fidelity ratings 
in the range of 6.0 - 6 . 4 .  These were the lowest ratings 
in the group , and an examination of the data suggests 
why. 

The on-axis responses are quite irregular , with nu
merous sharp discontinuities . Bass  output ranges from 
fairly weak to rather resonant , and none of these prod
ucts has much output below about 60 Hz .  The spatially 
averaged measurements between 30 and 45° off axis 
have disguised most of the effects of acoustical inter
ference , so that the remaining irregularities are indi
cations of more serious problems. Also evident is the 
attenuation of high-frequency output due to the direc
tionality of the tweeters. The 60 -75° averaged curves 
also reveal many of the same features that are present 
in the other data, including further high-frequency roll
off. 

The persistence of certain features suggests that the 
problems are not minor, that they will be present in 
the direct , early reflected , and reverberant sound fields 
in the li stening room . The sharpness of the discontin
uities , even after spatial averaging , implies underlying 
resonances with the attendant time-domain and phase 
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anomalies . 
The bottom curves are the averages  of each of the 

previous three groups of curves , suggesting possibly 
the design objectives for a product of thi s  cal iber: re
stricted bass output,  moderately directional high-fre
quency output , and a consistent unevenness  through 
the midrange . The actual shape of the unevenness is 
probably not so important as its magnitude , as all  three 
products appeared to have rather clearly identifiable 
"signatures . "  In short , the design objectives for prod
ucts w ith low fidelity ratings appear not to be very 
demanding . 

Moving up the fidelity rating scale to those products 
that were rated between 6 . 5  and 6 . 9 ,  we see in Fig . 
7 (b)  many of the same characteristics identified in the 
previous group ,  but with small  differences .  The bass 
output is generally more extended ; the midrange , about 
300 Hz to 2 kHz , shows a consistently flatter tendency. 
that , w ith increased variability , extends to the highest 
frequencies in  the on-ax is curves . Off-axis  responses 
continue to show directional high-frequency roll-off, 
and the irregularities in the off-axis  measurements 
continue to echo many of the distinctive features seen 
in the axial responses . Overal l ,  however, these products 
exhibit less severe output fI uctuations than those seen 
in the previous group . 

The averaged curves at the bottom of the presentation 
show clearly that the " design objectives"  are somewhat 
more demanding , although the tolerances are generous 
enough to permit some arti stic input . 

With the eleven loudspeakers given fidelity ratings 
between 7 . 0  and 7 . 4  we have reached the level of 
pleasant-to-good l istening , a fact that one might have 
su spected by reviewing the data [Fig . .7 (c) ] . In all re
spects previously noted these products are superior.  
There is no longer any doubt that a fl at ,  uniform am
plitude response was the objective and that the per
missible deviations were fairly small . With only in
dividual localized exceptions ,  all eleven products 
combined show on-axis amplitude responses that are 
within 3 dB of a horizontal line at the 87 -dB level from 
about 80 Hz to 1 6  kHz . Over much of that frequency 
range most products did even better. In the off-axis 
responses these products also distinguish themselves . 
The curves drift away from the horizontal ,  due to the 
directivity of the drivers , but there is still considerable 
control of the quality of output ,  even at 60-75° off 
axi s .  

I n  contrast , below 1 00 H z  the spread is considerable , 
especially considering that at low frequencies there is 
a substantial change in apparent loudness for a small 
change in sound-pressure level . (In the famil iar equal
loudness  contours the curves crowd together at low 
frequencies [66] . )  Overall , however, the averaged 
curves show a small extension of bass output  compared 
to the previous sets of data . 

The smoothness and flatness of the curves and the 
rather small tolerances that have been noted suggest 
that designers of loudspeakers that are to achieve this 
level of subj ective praise will  have to pay rather close 
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attention to virtually all aspects of amplitude-response 
measurement .  Interestingly , though ,  the tolerances at 
very low and very high frequencies are stil l rather large , 
an observation which , when reversed , points up the 
fundamental importance of performance in the middle 
six to seven octaves .  

The s i x  loudspeakers awarded mean fidelity ratings 
between 7.5 and 7.9 are in the highest category of 
subjective praise [Fig . 7(d)] . The excellence of their 
sound reproduction is noteworthy ,  but so also is their 
similarity. With many musical sounds these loud
speakers were easily confused . In  thi s  presentation the 
measurements als'o might be confused .  Apart from the 
off-axis depress ion in the 2- 4-kHz range that is char
acteristic of many two-way designs , the curves exhibit 
more areas of similarity than difference . In this group , 
with one exception , even the bass responses are closely 
similar. Some manufacturers would be content to see 
thi s  kind of consistency in the long-term production 
of any one model , yet these six loudspeakers came 
from six different designers in six different companies 
in three different countries . 

Although the groups of curves are useful to identify 
general trends in performance , a more detailed analysis 
requires data on individual l oudspeakers . Fig . 8 shows 
measurements on the 20 loudspeakers that received 
fidelity ratings in the range of 6 . 8 -7 . 9 .  This range 
represents about two standard deviations in the fidelity 
ratings of li steners with near-normal hearing threshol d  
levels . 

Fig . 8 displays , from left to right , the s ingle on-axis 
measurement , the mean amplitude response in the 
"l istening window " of ± 1 5° horizontally and vertically 
(a five-curve spatial average) , and eight-curve spatial 
averages representing the mean amplitude responses 
in the ranges 30- 45° and .60 -75° off axi s .  Also shown 
are the - 10-dB low-frequency cutoffs measured relative 
to the mean on-axis amplitude response in the 300 -
3000-Hz range , and the retail price in Canadian dollars 
at the time of the tests . 

Inspecting the curves in each of the columns , it i s  
possible to see a progressive increase in  the smoothness 
as a function of the fidelity ratings . The loudspeakers 
with lower ratings tend to exhibit more fine structure 
in the curves which , in the spatially averaged data , 
indicates the presence of resonances within the loud
speaker system. When these detailed imperfections are 
combined with more general spectral variations , the 
ratings tend to be still lower .  

The small amount o f  spatial averaging i n  the 0 - 1 5° 
curves appears to be helpful in removing some of the 
interference clutter that confuses the unprocessed on
axi s  (0°) curves . Sharp discontinuities that are vis ible 
in the eight-curve spatial averages (30- 45° and 60 -
75°) c arry a significance that far exceeds a similar dis
continuity in a s ingle measurement . Almost all of the 
lower rated loudspeakers exhibit such problems . 

The careful observer may detect some apparent 
anomalies in the data , with some loudspeakers looking 
as though they ought to have been higher or lower in 
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the subjective ratings . Two points are relevant in these 
instances . First ,  these data pertain only to ampl itude 
response;  performance in another domain can be re
sponsible for the anomalous appearance .  Loudspeaker 
1 2 ,  for example , looks as though it might have warranted 
a higher subjective rating .  Indeed , l i steners generally 
praised the lack of coloration and the wide bandwidth 
of this unit . However, they also noted excessive dis
tortion at high sound levels , particularly in the low 
frequencies. This was confirmed in measurements of 
nonlinear distortion .  The basis for the problem is that 
the designer chose to restrict the dynamic range in 
order to achieve an extended low-frequency range - a  
reasonable trade-off i n  the context of smal l ,  inexpensive 
loudspeakers . 

The second point relates to the narrow range of fidelity 
ratings embraced by these products and to the fact that 
several of them have identical or very simi lar ratings . 
As carefully pointed out in the previous paper [ 1 ] ,  
even with the close experimental controls of these l i s 
tening tests , ratings that d iffer by much less than about 
0 . 5  fidelity rating unit may not be significant . In other 
words , repeating the l istening tests may result in a 
rearrangement in the ranking of closely rated loud
speakers . 

If these factors are not at issue ,  the differences in 
rating may be traceable to features in the amplitude
response data . For example ,  loudspeaker 1 6  appears 
to have relatively few imperfections compared to some 
of the neighboring curves . However , a close exami 
nation reveals that the off-axis response a t  frequencies 
above about 2 kHz roll s  off more rapidly than is typical 
for loudspeakers with higher ratings . It i s  perhaps sig
nificant that in thi s  case , the smoothness of the off
axis response is not an adequate compensation for the 
lack of output .  Listeners commented on the generally 
mellow or muted sound of thi s  loudspeaker, a char
acteristic that would not have been anticipated from 
an examination of the axial response . 

Loudspeaker 1 1  exhibited amplitude responses that 
in most respects were commendable . However, a single 
small peak at about 1 . 3  kHz can be seen in the on-axis 
response and in the spatially averaged 0 - 1 5 °  respons e .  
The fact that the feature survived spatial averaging 
suggests that it is a possible source of coloration ; that 
it does not appear in measurements further off axis 
indicates the directionality of the acoustical output of 
the misbehaving element . This feature may have been 
responsible for l i stener reports of s light midrange col
oration .  

In the latter example spatial averaging enabled the 
observer to distinguish between an irregularity in the 
on-axis curve that could have been associated with 
acoustical interference and one that was , in fact , caused 
by a resonance in the woofer .  The directionality of the 
output from the large woofer diaphragm at that fre
quency is another clue that can be seen in the mea
surements . Interpretations of other measurements can 
also benefit from spatial averaging . S ome of the irreg
ularities seen in the on-axis responses of loudspeakers 
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3 ,  8 ,  and 1 2 ,  for example , disappear with spatial av
eraging within the 1 5° l i stening window. However, 
other features pers ist in  al l  of the combination mea
surements ,  emphasizing the severity of the problems . 

Loudspeaker 1 5  exhibits a number of detailed irreg
ularities that are clearly recognizable in all of the mea
surements . The clear evidence of these imperfections 
relies upon the data having high resolution in the fre
quency domain . If the data were one-third-octave fil
tered , as i s  commonly the case when data are combined 
for spatial averaging or sound-power integration , much 
of the evidence would be lost .  Fig . 9 shows the effect 
of one-third-octave swept fi ltering on the on-axis am
plitude response of loudspeaker 1 5 ;  the smoothing effect 
is considerable . Even more information would be lost 
in measurements us ing fi lters with fixed center fre
quencies , resulting in the familiar " staircase " curves , 
with a horizontal plateau extending over each one-third
octave band . 

It was noted in discussions of Fig . 7 ,  and it is evident 
in the presentation of Fig .  8 ,  that there is  a relationship 
between low-frequency response and fidelity rating . 
Loudspeakers with high fidelity ratings tended to have 
the most extended bass response . Looking at this factor 
in isolation revealed a moderate correlation between 
the low-frequency cutoff and the fidelity rating . Fig . 
1 0  shows the scatter diagrams , l inear regressions , and 
correlation coefficients for the top 23 loudspeakers in 
the ratings .  Loudspeakers with lower ratings performed 
so erratically through the midrange that it was difficult 
to arrive at a reference level against which to compare 
performance at the low-frequency extreme . For the 
loudspeakers shown , the reference level was the mean 
on-axis amplitude response in the 300-3000-Hz range , 
selected on the basis that this i s  the essential voice
frequency range and that it includes much of the fre
quency range of maximum auditory sensitivity. The 
low-cutoff frequencies were determined at levels 5 ,  
7 . 5 ,  and 1 0  d B  below the reference level . The respec
tive correlation coefficients were - 0 . 35 ,  - 0 . 46 ,  and 

- 0 . 50 ;  the data for two of these are shown in Fig .  1 0 .  
Evidentl y ,  l i s teners regard the extension o f  low-fre

quency response to be one of the important factors 
determining overall loudspeaker performance . As a 
single-number rating of this parameter , the - l O-dB 
level , compared to the 300 -3000-Hz midband level , 
would appear to have a s l ight advantage over measures 
based on smaller attenuations . 

6.2 Sound-Power Output and Directivity Index 

A visual integration of the data presented in Fig s .  7 
and 8 suggests much of what i s  now about to be seen . 
C alculations of sound power and directivity index at 
the 200 test frequencies show that the loudspeakers in 
the upper performance c ategories exhibit sound-power 
and directivity-index curves with fewer small-scale ir
regularities (Fig .  1 1 ) .  

Because of the s\milarity i n  physical dimensions and 
design configurations of these loudspeakers , the un
derlying shape of the collections of curves is rather 
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s imilar. There i s , however, a trend toward better bass 
and less errat ic curves in loudspeakers with higher fi
delit y  rat ings . 

Sound-output irregularit ies strong enough to survive 
the spatial averaging of 34 separate amplitude-response 
measurement s are probably indicat ive of audible col
orations . Some of these are clearly rather narrow-band 
problems , and other wider bandwidth effects show steep , 
almost vert ical transit ions between levels .  These clues 
indicate time- and phase-domain aberrat ions , and it  is 
these clues that are disguised in measurements. per
formed using one-third-octave or octave-band analysis 
of pink noise . Such measurements , in themselves , 
therefore have reduced discrimination and need the 
support of other techniques that examine performance 
explicitly in the t ime and phase domains . 
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Fig . 1 0 .  Relationship between fidelity rating and low-fre
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A display of the individual sound-power responses 
for the top 20 loudspeakers (Fig . 1 2) is supportive of 
these observations .  In fact ,  if the fine structure were 
removed from these curves by one-third-octave or wider 
bandwidth fi ltering , it would be difficult to discern any 
trend whatsoever in the data . Some of the lowest rated 
loudspeakers , such as loudspeakers 1 7 ,  1 9 ,  and 20 , do 
however appear to have some prominent spectral ex
cesses or deficiencies that would be seen even in filtered 
data . 

6.3 Phase Response 

Fig . 1 3  shows phase-response measurements for most 
of the loudspeakers in the performance group s .  Tech
nical problems resulted in the loss of these data on 
four of the products . 

Here it seems that it i s  not the overall form of the 
phase response but rather the presence of discontinuities 
that appears to correlate with the performance ranking . 
In general, the best sounding loudspeakers had phase 
responses that were smooth and only gently undulating 
in contour.  Nonminimum-phase behavior and group 
delay were not explicit ly  examined in this set of prod
ucts . 

6.4 Discussion 

The purpose of  this investigation was to see if there 
were obviously recognizable characteristics in the ob
jective data that could be 'construed as confirming the 
fidelity  rat ings resulting from subjective measurements 
using l isteners with basically normal hearing . The 
conclusion is that there are . 

In fact there are strong suggestions that , with a few 
rather basic instructions , observers could rank-order 
the measured data in a manner that would closely parallel 
the subjective rankings of  the products . Listeners , it 
seems , like the sound of loudspeakers with a fiat, smooth 
wide band on-axis amplitUde response that is maintained 
at subst antial angles off axis . If this is achieved , the 
loudspeakers will  exhibit smooth (but not fiat)  sound
power responses and directivity  indices . The phase re
sponses will also tend to be smooth , but not of any 
part icular overall shape . 

In a precursor to  the present paper [65]  a similar 
presentation of swept-tone anechoic data on 23 loud
speakers led to very much the same conclusion , without 
the niceties of computer processing . 

What we do not learn from these data are the priorities 
of these performance measures . Need they all be equally 
good? Neither do we see the potent ial effects of the 
l i stening room, although the effect s of one particular 
room are included in the subjective ratings of these 
products . 

7 LOUDSPEAKER PERFORMANCE IN THE 
LISTENING ROOM 

S ound propagation in rooms is  a study in it self, and 
thi s  presentation will not attempt to be comprehensive . 
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In general , though , it may be said that what is heard 
and what is measured in a listening room are combi
nations of the direct sound , the slightly delayed and 
attenuated early reflection s ,  and the progressively de
layed and attenuated sounds that comprise the decaying 
reverberant sound field.  

While there is agreement that li stening rooms influ
ence what is heard , there are different hypotheses about 
the relative weightings of the three classes of sound 
described . A measuring microphone performs a simple 
transduction of the pressure summation at the diaphragm 
location , without regard for the direction or timing of 
the incident sounds . Two ears and a brain ,  however, 
are rather more elaborate in their processing . The ex
ternal ear encodes the incoming sound with spectral 
modifications characteristic of the direction of inci 
dence . The processing in the individual ears and in the 
binaural hearing mechanism contains directional and 
temporal masking effects that emphasize , in certain 
respects , the importance of early sounds over similar 
sounds that arrive later , and over others arriving from 
different directions . The literature on sound localization 
has extensive coverage of these phenomena . ( [56]  and 
[67] are good recent surveys of knowledge in this field . )  

A t  low frequencies acoustical interference due to the 
room boundaries adjacent to the loudspeaker causes 
variations in the sound power supplied to the l istening 
area [68] . This situation is further complicated by 
complex frequency-dependent standing-wave patterns 
in the room and the effect of adj acent boundaries on 
sounds at the l istener or microphone location . Fortu
nately these effects tend to diminish in the high-density 
room modes above 200 -300 Hz . 

All of these factors affect what is heard and what is 
measured , but in different way s .  The challenge i s  to 
find physical measures that are good representations 
of the important perceptions . In addition , it would be 
especially useful if these measures could be related to 
free-field data with their inherent high resolution and 
precision . 

7.1 Listening-Room Measurements 

The listening room used in the subjective measure
ments has been described in an earlier paper [69 , App . ] . 
It is 6 . 7  by 4 . 1  by 2 . 8  m (22 by 1 3 . 5  by 9 . 2  ft) with a 
reverberation time of 0 . 34 ± 0 . 085 s from 250 Hz to 
4 kHz , rising to 0 . 85 s at 40 Hz and falling to 0 . 25 s 
at 1 0  kHz . It has a hard ceiling ,  carpet on the floor, 
cupboards and bookshelves on the walls beside and 
behind the l isteners , drapes over the wall behind the 
loudspeakers , and upholstered chairs . The sidewalls 
between the loudspeakers and the l i steners are flat and 
highly reflective at audio frequencies . It is , in fact ,  the 
prototype of the IEC-recommended listening room [59] , 
intended to represent a good domestic li stening envi
ronment in a style typical of much of North America 
and Europe (Fig . 1 4) .  

The measurements shown here were made with the 
microphone , a Brtiel & Kj aer 4 1 34 ,  directed toward 
the ceiling . (A random-incidence microphone should 
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be oriented so that the direct sound is incident along 
an axis of flat amplitude response . )  It was set at listener 
ear height ( I  m) and positioned in tum at six locations 
within the listening area .  The loudspeakers were placed , 
in tum , at locations A ,  B , and C ,  differing in distance 
from the s idewalls and end walls and the floor. 

Fig . 1 5  shows results of measurements of this kind 
on three loudspeakers that listeners rated between 7 . 5  
and 7 . 9 .  Each o f  the middle and top curves i s  the com
bination of 1 8  stepped-tone measurements , incorpo
rating spatial averaging at both source and receiver 
locations . This disguises most of the position-dependent 
acoustical interference effects at middle and high fre
quencies , but it includes the adj acent boundary inter
ferences and standing-wave effects that are characteristic 
of the restricted positions imposed by the requirements 
for good stereo listening . 

The middle curves show that spatial averaging alone 
removes most of the violent amplitude fluctuations 
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Fig . 1 4 .  Plan view of l istening room showing loudspeaker 
and li stener locations . In  monophonic test s ,  loudspeakers 
were located at positions 3 ,  4 , 5 ,  and 6 and listeners at positions 
I ,  3 ,  and 5 .  In stereophonic tests , loudspeakers were at po
sitions B and D and l isteners at positions 2 and 5 .  
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caused by acoustical interference , normally seen in 
pure-tone room measurements . Constant factors such 
as low-frequency room resonances at 45 , 5 2 ,  62 , 74 ,  
98 , and 1 30 Hz are nevertheless clearly in evidence . 
These and other details are lost in the one-third-octave 
smoothed versions of the curves shown at the top of 
Fig . 1 5 .  The gently undulating curves retain some dis
tinctive features but display a broadly similar overall 
trend that i s  better seen in the bottom curve , the mean 
of all three sets of measurements . 

If room measurements were indeed the dominant 
measure of loudspeaker sound quality , this mean curve 
could be regarded as the design objective for high
quality loudspeakers measured in this room.  However, 
the amount of variation seen in the individual perform
ances (top curves) suggests a rather l imited precision . 
The design obj ective is therefore not very demanding ,  
and this would apply to the intrinsic design of the loud
speaker as well as to attempts at corrective equalization 
by electronic means . Performance evaluation by such 
measurements alone would be rather imprecise . 

Figs . 1 6  and 1 7  show measurements on the same 
loudspeaker at the specific positions used in the mono 
and stereo tests . Two features should be noted . First , 
the large dip at 60 Hz , and smaller ones at multiples 
thereof, are caused by a combination of destructive 
interference between the direct sound and sound re
flected from the rear wall , and of microphone (ear) 
locations that are close to a null in the vertical standing
wave system.  S econd , the shallow depression between 
300 and 500 Hz i s  associated with the floor reflection 
which , because of the sound absorption by the carpeting , 
causes partial cancellation at the microphone locations . 
In Fig . 1 7  the small dip at about 1 50 Hz appears to be 
associated with the sidewall reflection for this specific 
loudspeaker location . 

In all , it is fairly clear that at frequencies below 
about 500 Hz the room characteristics dominate , with 
the range of 300 -500 Hz influenced by the strong floor 

50 1 00 200 500 l K  2K 5K 
fRE�UENCY (HZ) 

Fig . 1 5 . Room amplitude-response measurements for three 
loudspeakers with fi delity ratings between 7 . 5 and 7 .9.  Each 
curve in top two groupings is the mean of meas urements at 
l istener positions I to 6 for each of the loudspeaker locations 
A ,  B ,  and C ( 1 8  measurements) .  Top curves show re sult of 
both sp atial and one-third-octave spectral averag ing . Middle 
curves have spatial averaging only.  B ottom curve i s  the mean 
of all three sets of measurements with one-third-octave 
smoothing . 
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reflection and lower frequencies dictated by a combi
nation of wall and ceiling reflections and room standing 
wave s .  None of this is new, but it is  reassuring to be 
able to be analytical in the room s ituation without re
course to time-domain analyses . In this respect , mea
surements offering high resolution in the frequency 
domain as well as spatial averging are distinctly ben
eficial . 

7.2 SyntheSiS of Room Response from Free
Field Data 

If cost ,  time , and complexity were disregarded , it 
would be poss ible to synthesize the sound field at a 
microphone location from a summation of sound "rays"  
emanating from the loudspeaker in all directions and 
individually followed through all the boundary inter
actions to arrive , finally , at the microphone . This is 
clearly not a practical procedure , so some simplification 
is in order . 

A superficial examination of the specific s ituation 
involving positions A, B ,  and C in the room used here 
revealed that after the direct sound , there were a few 
reflections strong enough to be of individual importance , 
and then there were the remainder that contributed to 
the reverberant sound field . Using loudspeaker 7 as an 
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Fig . 1 6 . Room amplitude-response measurements for three 
loudspeakers with fidelity ratings between 7 . 5  and 7 .9.  Each 
of the top curves  is  for loudspeaker locations 3 ,  4, 5 ,  and 6 
( 1 2  measurements) . B ottom curve is the me an of the three 
measurements . All  curve s are one-third-octave s moothe d .  
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Fi g .  1 7 . As Fig . 1 6 ,  but loudspeakers at position B (stereo 
left) measured at listener positions 1 - 6 .  
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example , Fig . 18  illustrates a crude simulation of this 
argument . This loudspeaker i s  particularly interesting 
because it has a smooth and flat axial response , with 
progressive deterioration off axis (see Fig . 8) .  

The three superimposed curves in Fig . 1 8  have been 
adj usted to show the approximate relative strengths , 

in the listening area ,  of the direct sound (solid curve) , 
first reflections (dashed curve) , and reverberant sound 
(dotted curve) . The direct sound i s  s imply the on-axis 
anechoic response adjusted in level for the l istening 
distance .  The first reflections are the energy summation 
of sounds reflected from the floor , ceiling , and sidewalls , 
derived individually from the appropriate off-axis free
field measurements corrected,  using the inverse-square 
law, for the distance traveled , assuming perfect re
flection at the boundaries . The principal contributions 
in this example are from the floor and left sidewall 
reflections . The reverberant sound is derived from the 
total sound-power calculation , modified by the fre
quency-dependent sound absorption in the room [70] . 
The rising reverberation time at low frequencies results 
in increased levels , and the abundant high-frequency 
absorption in the room and in the air itself results in a 
severe attenuation at high frequencies . 

This display illustrates clearly that for this loud
speaker , in this  room , at this l istening distance the 
low-frequency room measurement is  mainly of rever
berant energy. Through the middle frequencies there 
is a competition between the direct and reverberant 
sounds and a small number of energetic first reflections . 
At very high frequencies the direct sound prevails . 

Performing an energy summation of the three com
ponents yields the top curve in Figure 1 8 ,  which if the 
argument is reasonable , should bear a resemblance to 
real measurements of this loudspeaker in the room.  It 
should be emphasized , however, that the simple syn
thesis  did not take into account any of the acoustical 
wave effects , boundary interaction , and room reso
nances that are known to be significant . This estimate 
therefore should at best be an indicator of the mea
surement trend , around which variations will occur 
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Fig . 1 8 . Lower curves - e stimates of direct ( solid) , early 
reflected (dashed) , and reverberant (dotted) sounds at listener 
location 2 for loudspeaker 7 at pos ition B (stereo left) . Top 
curve - energy summation of three lower c urves , shifted 
vertically for clarity . No spectral smoothing . 
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depending on source and microphone locations and the 
attendant boundary and standing-wave effects .  

Fig . 1 9  shows a superimposition o f  1 8  one-fourth
octave smoothed stepped-tone room measurements 
(source at A ,  B ,  and C ,  microphone at positions 1 - 6) , 
showing the range of fluctuations as sociated with these 

specific locations . (One-fourth-octave smoothing was 
selected as a reasonable compromise between smoothing 
the interference effects and revealing the underlying 
details of room response . )  Plotted above this collection 
for comparison is the simple synthesis from Fig . 1 8  
which bears a good resemblance to the underlying trend 
of the measurements , notably at frequencies above about 
500 Hz . 

Combining the six measurements at each of the 
loudspeaker locations improves the comparison and 
shows more clearly the effects of loudspeaker position 
(Fig .  20) . The spatial and one-fourth-octave spectral 
averaging have removed much of the interference clutter 
at high frequencies , showing the excellent fit of the 
predicted and measured curves . Below 500 Hz are the 
clear acoustical interference effects of the adjacent
boundary reflections .  The calculated (dotted) curve thus 

Fig . 1 9 .  Superimposition of one-fourth-octave smoothed room 
amplitude-response measurements of loudspeaker 7 located 
in turn at positions A, B ,  and C measured at l istener locations 
1 - 6 .  Curve plotted above this collection is  the synthesis 
from Fig . 1 8 .  

-3��0��5�0WU�10�0�2±00��S�00��I�K��2�K��5K��,�e�K�2eK 
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Fig . 20 . Top- solid curve s are the mean room amplitude 
responses of loudspeaker 7 at locations A, B ,  and C, averaged 
over l istener positions 1 - 6 .  For comparison, dotted curve is 
the  synthesis from Fig . 1 8 .  B ottom - solid curve is .the mean 
of the three top curve s ;  dotted curve is the mean amplitude 
response in front h.emisphere . 
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is a good predictor of the listening-room measurements 
at frequencies above about 500 Hz , and below this 
frequency it defines an upper envelope beneath which 
room and boundary effects cause their inevitable at
tenuations at frequencies depending on the specific room 
configuration . 

Combining all 1 8  measurements of Fig . 1 9  (or the 
top three in Fig . 20) yields the bottom curve in Fig . 
20 , the average of the averages .  This artificial device 
describes a " generic " room response curve for this 
loudspeaker in a range of stereo-listening s ituations in 
this room. It would appear to describe a mean per
formance curve , above and below which the individual 
measurements fluctuate , with increasing tolerances at 
low frequencies . 

The dotted curve shown weaving its way through 
this mean performance curve is another pred iction from 
free-field data ,  but this time a rather more intuitively 
derived one . It i s  s imply the mean amplitude response 
in the front hemisphere calculated as the energy average 
of the 25 measurements made at 1 50 intervals between 
± 90° horizontal and vertical (see Sec . 5 . 2) . The spatial 
di"stribution of these measurements over the surface of 
the front hemisphere causes this curve to be the equiv
alent of an axially weighted hemispheric sound-power 
measure . (A true sound-power calculation  involves 
weighting the individual measurements according to 
the solid angle represented by each one . )  Thus the high 
frequencies will tend to be elevated slightly ,  compared 
to the true sound-power measurement , and because the 
exclusively (for these loudspeakers) low-frequency rear 
radiation is not included , the low-frequency portion of 
the curve will be lowered . The result,  fortuitously ,  is 
a simple but effective estimate of the mean room re
sponse that seems to work well for loudspeakers in 
general , as long as they are of the conventional forward
facing variety. 

Although the author came to this conclusion inde
pendently ,  30 years ago Gee and Shorter [63] , in de
scribing their system for sound-power measurement , 
speculated that " it might be possible , by weighting the 
results obtained in different zones , to give more prom
inence to the front response , and so arrive at an empirical 
figure , intermediate between the axial and mean spher
ical responses , which would give a useful approximation 
to the overall effect obtained in the average l istening 
room . " 

Fig . 2 1  shows the superimposed mean front-hemi
sphere amplitude response for the same three loud
speakers used for the room measurements  shown in 
Fig . 1 5 ,  and below these curves ,  the averag e .  For com
parison the average of the real room measurements 
shown in Fig . 1 5  i s  shown as a dotted curve . Above 
about 500 Hz the agreement is very good . Below this 
frequency some effects of the boundary interferences 
can still be seen , and the difference i s  similar to that 
observed for loudspeaker 7 in Fig . 20 (lower curve) . 

Comparing Fig . 20 with Figs . 1 5  and 2 1  one can see 
some evidence perhaps of why listeners rated loud
speaker 7 sl ightly below the other three products .  
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Even though actual room measurements were not 
available for all of the loudspeakers discussed here , it 
now is possible to s imulate such curves from the an
echoic data. Fig . 22 shows the mean amplitude response 
in the front hemisphere for the 20 highest rated loud
speakers in this  group . Even though the room and the 
listening arrangement determine the form of actual room 
measurements below about 500 Hz , it is reasonable to 
view these data i.n a comparative sense ,  since the l is
tening tests utilized a rigidly controlled standard phys
ical arrangement .  These data again confirm the im
portance of fine detail in the visual rating of loudspeaker 
performance ; the lower rated loudspeakers tend to ex
hibit more evidence of resonances , and some of them 
have distinctly uneven responses when viewed in a 
more general sense . The highly rated loudspeakers ap
pear, in general , to have the widest bandwidth and 
smoothest amplitude responses ,  both attributes that have 
been recognized in earlier analyses . 

The overall forms of the curves , though , are not fl at , 
even disregarding the undulations in the middle fre
quencies . In fact ,  straight-line approximations to the 
frequency responses of the eight loudspeakers with the 
highest rating s  had downward tilts of 0 . 1 dB per octave 

. (loudspeaker 6) to 0 . 6  dB per octave (loudspeakers 5 
and 7 ) .  The calculated mean response for three loud
speakers shown at the bottom of Fig . 21 has a slope of 
- 0 . 25 dB per octave . These variations are rather large 
compared to the detectable difference of 0 . 1 -0 . 2  dB 
per octave reported by Kommamura and Mori [7 1 ] .  
The suggestion i s  that this  may not be a particularly 
sensitive measurement.  

7.3 A Caution about Loudspeaker Placement 

In the monophonic l istening comparisons loud
speakers were placed side by side at positions 3 ,  4, 5 ,  
and 6 ,  as shown i n  Fig . 1 4 .  Between large loudspeakers 
there would , at times , be little space , although care 
was taken to keep them as far apart as possible within 
the designated zone . The question is , however, what 
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spacing is sufficient to avoid seriously detrimental ef
fects? 

Fig . 23 shows measurements made at the three mono
phonic I istening locations ( 1 , 3 ,  and 5 ) .  The test loud
speaker at position 5 was first measured alone , then 
with three others , all at spacings of 150 mm, and finally 
with all four loudspeakers almost touching . The result 
clearly shows the baffling effect of the closely adjacent 
loudspeakers , creating a half-space (21T)  condition at 
frequencies above about 70 Hz. The lower difference 
curve shows a significant elevation in the sound level 
over about a two-octave frequency range .  Increasing 
the spacing to 1 50 mm creates enough leakage to elim
inate most of the baffle effect (top curve) . Note also 
the downward shift in the rear-wall  interference notch 
(60 -70 Hz) as the baffle increased the distance from 
the woofer to tbe rear wall . 

This result is consistent with the observations of Moir 
and Hands who tested the effect using free-field mea
surements [72] . 

7.4 Discussion 
Without recourse to unwieldy techniques it is possible 

to show that steady-state measurements of amplitude 
response in the li stening room are traceable to per
formance measurements made in the free field . More 
importantly ,  with a known room and l istening config
uration , the room response is , to a point, predictable 
from specific combinations of free-field data . The sub
j ect warrants a more penetrating analysis , but even this 
empirical exercise has , it  i s  hoped , illustrated that the 
performance of a loudspeaker in a l i stening room is 
not,  as  some have argued , a matter totally divorced 
from measurements made in the free field .  

It is  evident that the use of sound-power measurements 
as substitutes for measurements in real l istening rooms 
can be misleading . The example in Fig . 18 shows that 
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Fig . 23 . Comparison of measurements averaged over three 
monophonic l istening locations ( I , 3 ,  and 5 ) for one loud
speaker alone in position 5 (solid) , with other loudspeakers 
in positions 3 , 4 ,  and 6, all separated from each other by 1 50 
mm (dashed) and with  no sep aration (dotted) .  B ottom curve 
is the difference between the zero separation condition and 
the loudspeaker alone (displaced - 20 dB for c larity) . Top 
curve is  the difference between the 1 50-mm-spaced condition 
and the loudspeaker alone (displaced + 10 dB for clarity ) .  
A l l  curves are one-third-octave smoothed.  
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at moderate listening distances the reverberant sound 
field is truly dominant only at low frequencies .  At these 
frequencies the response in an actual roo m  will be 
modified by reflections from adj acent boundaries and 
by standing waves . Depending on the listening ar
rangement and the off-axis performance of the loud
speakers , first reflections from nearby room boundaries 
or surfaces can be a factor through the middle fre
quencies as well . The direct sound is a third ingredient 
in the midrange , and in some common listening situ
ations ,  it  can be the dominant factor at high frequencies . 

It is therefore dangerous to attempt to generalize the 
meaning of steady-state measurements in l istening 
rooms .  They are not without meaning , but used in iso
lation , they can yield data which are very difficult to 
interpret correctly. With time-domain analysi s ,  using 
impulse , correlation , or time-delay spectrometry meth
ods , some resolution of the confusion is possible , but 
such methods are not straightforward , especially in the 
complex environment of a typical room . 

Nevertheless room measurements do appear to con-
. tain some of the information related to the performance 

rankings ,  although without the precision of specific 
combinations of free-field data . Staffeldt and Rasmussen 
[73] , [74) implied that some of this uncertainty could 
stem from the use of essentially omnidirectional mi
crophones rather than an anatomically correct manikin 
for the room measurements . Measurements at the en
trance to the ear canal do indeed incorporate the di
rectional encoding of the external ear, head , and torso . 
These effects predominate at frequencies above about 
I kHz , however , and the uncertainties in room mea
surements appear to extend over the entire frequency 
range .  Obviously ,  though , it is a matter worthy of con
sideration . 

8 STER EOPHONIC IMAGING AND 
LOUDSPEAKER MEASUREMENTS 

So far the discussions have concentrated on sound 
quality as assessed in monophonic li stening tests . As 
pointed out earlier, listening in stereo has not been 
found to change the fidelity ratings of the high-ranking 
loudspeakers ; however, there is the matter of spatial 
reproduction that must be addressed. 

In [ 1 )  a good correlation was shown between the 
fidelity ratings and an overall spatial quality rating . 
This suggests that much or most of what i s  perceived 
to be a good reproduction of auditory images and spa
ciousness i s  due simply to accurate sound reproduction .  
A good monophonic loudspeaker used in pairs is , it 
seems , a good stereophonic loudspeaker . 

Naturally there was the temptation to venture into 
this poorly charted territory to see whether,  when ex
amining the detailed structure of stereo imaging , there 
were some subtle effects that were being overlooked 
in the general assessments . There are high risks in 
looking at the results of a restricted test as we are about 
to do . The dangers derive from the fact that with loud
speakers of  different design , there are differences in 
many parameters , all of which might influence the result . 
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The presentations and discussions are therefore re
stricted to only those aspects that the present evidence 
and past investigations suggest are relevant . Most of 
the arguments await a definitive tes t .  

8.1 STEREO/MONO SERIES I I  

Readers are encouraged to  examine [ 1 ,  Sec . 3 ]  for 
discussions and results that are not included here . 

The three loudspeakers used in these interleaved 
stereo and mono comparison tests were selected because 
they exemplified three variations in contemporary do
mestic loudspeaker design . Loudspeaker AA (number 
1 in the present tests) was a conventional two-way 
design , loudspeaker E (number 7 in the present tests) 
was a three-way phase-corrected design in a complex 
low-diffraction enclosure , and loudspeaker BB was a 
full-range electrostatic unit . In measured performance 
(Fig . 24) loudspeakers AA and E exhibited very good 
small-angle dispersion , showing l ittle difference be
tween the axial and the 0-150 listening-window curves . 
B B , because of a large tweeter, was rather more di
rectional at high frequencies . In the midfrequencies 
AA showed the directionality of the woofer in mea
surements further off axis , E demonstrated the advantage 
of a midrange unit in a low-diffraction enclosure , and 
BB manifested the broadband directionality of a dipole 
radiator. (Rear radiation was suppressed above about 
500 Hz by felt pads in the loudspeaker and by the 
drapes on the rear wall . )  

I n  the assessments of overall spatial quality the 
greatest differences were apparent in the monophonic 
tests [ 1 ,  Fig. 20] , where BB was criticized for presenting 
a strong point-source illusion . It seems probable that 
this is due to its narrow dispersion , an observation 
made by Shorter [8] in his mono tests . This problem 
was not so serious in stereo l i stening , except with mul
timicrophone recordings that presented so�e essentially 
monophonic sounds panned to the left and right channels 
[ 1 ,  Fig . 22] , in which instances the criticisms were 
again of a small sound source . On occasion BB was 
also recognized as presenting a narrower sound stage , 
more abnormal effects , and a less satisfactory rendering 
of depth and ambience .  

In the description of l istening perspective for the 
music (choral , chamber , and jazz) recorded with a nat
ural perspective , the modal l istener response was " you 
are there " for AA and E and " close , but still looking 
on" for BB .  According to the definitions of those phrases 
[ 1 ,  App . ] ,  loudspeakers AA and E gave listeners some 
impression of being enveloped by the ambient sound 
of the recording environment, with BB tending to sep
arate them from the performance .  

Al l  of these comments seem to  be  related to  the rel
ati ve strengths of the direct and reflected sounds wherein 
the loudspeakers with wide frontal dispersion ,  AA and 
E, preseI:1ted listeners with images covering larger sound 
stages with more spatial involvement . This appears to 
have been achieved without any sacrifice in image def
inition or in the continuity of the sound stage [ 1 ,  Fig . 
22] . Listeners apparently judged the image sizes to be 
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appropriate to the musical experiences . 
The effect of loudspeaker directivity on the size of 

auditory images has been noted before . Harwood [4] , 
for example,  pointed out that with speech or solo in
struments highly directional loudspeakers are necessary 
to avoid diffuse images . This emphasis on compact 
images rather than a sense of spac iousnes s  is  appro
priate , perhaps , in the context of a program engineer 
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Fig . 24 . Free-field measurements on three loudspeakers used 
in stereo/mono series II .  Low-frequency dipole radiation 
characteristic s of loudspeaker BB did not permit correction 
of anechoic-chamber defects below 200 H z .  These portions 
of the curves are shown because of the directional information 
therein . 
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i n  a broadcasting organization , a point well made by 
Kuhl and Plantz [75] . These investigators looked into 
the directional properties of loudspeakers that would 
be most suitable for control-room monitoring . Using 
only professional sound engineers as li steners , they 
found that narrow-dispersion loudspeakers were re
quired for good reproduction of voices in radio dramas ; 
dance and popular music was also desirably " aggres
s ive " with " highly directed" loudspeakers . The ma
j ority of these same listeners , however, preferred wide
dispersion loudspeakers for the reproduction of sym
phonic music at home . In the control room , though , 
only about half of them felt that they could produce 
recordings with such loudspeakers . 

Thus we come to the crux of a different problem , 
the matter of l istener expectations and the motivations 
for li stening . There is a trade-off,  it  seems , between 
the loudspeaker directivity required to preserve the il
lusion of truly compact sound sources in specifically 
localizable stereo images and that required to g ive the 
listener the impression of being immersed in another 
acoustic space .  Bose [ 1 8 ] ,  [ 1 9] consistently emphasized 
the importance of a strong reverberant sound field in 
the li stening room , stating that " this  spatial property 
of the sound incident upon a listener is a parameter 
ranking in importance with the frequency spectrum of 
the incident energy for the subj ective appreciation of 
music " [ 1 8 ] . 

Queen [ 1 4] also concluded that widely dispersing 
loudspeakers were des irable so long as the uniformity 
of the spectral energy was preserved . The dilemma is 
summed up nicely by Brittain who recognized, in 1939 ,  
that " in order to reproduce reverberation naturally i t  
is  necessary for the loudspeaker to  envelop the  l istener 
completely. If these loudspeakers are used to reproduce 
the direct sound as well as the reverberation the effect 
will  be very unnatural , particularly when the source 
of sound is known to be small , as in speech "  [2] . 

In the present experiments , however , all of the loud
speakers radiated the bulk of their energy toward the 
listener. AA and E were distinctive in that they radiated 
considerable energy at substantial angles off axis , but 
still  in the front hemisphere . This form of directional 
sound output will  energize the reverberant sound field 
but it  will also , especially in the l istening room used 
here , produce very energetic early reflections from the 
room boundaries . It is believed that these are responsible 
for the enhanced sense of space , while maintaining 
adequate stereo image quality. 

Without going into details  at this stage , it is interesting 
to note that in the concert hall there are precisely the 
same trade-offs where , as Rasch and Plomp put it, " in 
practice a compromise between requirements for def
inition and spaciousness is always necessary " [76] . 
Early reflections , especially lateral ones , have long 
been identified as providing pleasant spatial sensations 
[77 ] . There seem to be two separable aspects as ex
plained by B ilson , 1) a broadening of the sound source 
that increases as a function of decreasing interaural 
correlation and increasing sound level , with low fre-
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quencies being particularly influential ; and 2) the sen
sation of being enveloped (involved) in the sound [78] , 
[79] . 

With so much dilution of the direct sound by these 
early reflections it might seem that localization precision 
would suffer. Hartman found that indeed the early lateral 
reflections do tend to " delocalize " the sourc e ,  but the 
early floor and ceiling reflections tend to reinforce the 
sense of localization . On balance , l isteners in real en
vironments listening to real sources of sound tended 
to regard the sense of surround as being more important 
than the localizability of the sound source [80] . 

Clearly there are some interesting parallels between 
li stener preferences in the live performance and in lis
tening to a stereo reproduction . There are also some 
differences , and depending on one ' s  reasons for lis
tening ,  loudspeaker directivity is a factor worthy of 
consideration.  For domestic , recreational listening there 
seems to be some merit in loudspeakers with good dis
persion in the frontal hemisphere , at least . The strong 
early reflections generated thereby do not appear to be 
unduly detrimental to the quality of individually lo
calizable stereo images , while adding an apparently 
pleasant sense of proximity to the original recording 
environment . Again,  though, the definitive tests remain 
to be done . 

9 SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS-A TEST 
FOR BIAS 

In Sec . 5 a question was posed as to whether the 
results of the subj ective measurements that formed the 
basis for this study contained any biases that could be 
identified in the objective measurements . The answer 
would appear to be a qualified " no . "  

From the point o f  view o f  the sound-quality assess
ments the evidence suggests that listeners s imply pre
ferred the loudspeakers with the fewest technical de
fects of those that were measured and are known to be 
audible . In this sense the subjective measurements ap
pear to be neutral . 

From the point of view of spatial quality , there seemed 
to be evidence of a factor relating the early reflected 
sound to sensations of spaciousness . This effect is likely 
to be dependent on the arrangement of loudspeakers 
and listeners in the specific room and on the disposition 
of sound-absorbing materials on the reflecting surfaces .  
It remains to b e  proved whether these particular listener 
responses can be generalized or whether they apply 
only to comparable listening conditions . 

Further deterrents to complete generalization of these 
results exist in that the li steners were selected for lis
tening experience and normal hearing and the loud
speaker systems were of the conventional multidriver 
forward-facing variety. Listeners with reduced hearing 
sensitivity tend to be less consistent in their opinions 
and to exhibit a preference for loudspeakers that may 
or may not be shared by l isteners with normal hearing 
[ 1 ] .  While it might be possible to design specific loud
speakers for specific hearing characteristics - a  kind 
of prosthetic loudspeaker-it seems more realistic and 
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certainly more profitable to design for a high fidelity 
rating by normal l isteners . In thi s  way the product i s  
likely t o  appeal t o  the majority of the purchasing pop
ulation . Listeners with diminished hearing will simply 
be forced to select by li stening only , as they do now. 

The restriction of these results to conventional loud
speaker configurations i s  unfortunate and ,  possibly , 
temporary. It does , however, embrace the vast majority 
of products .  

10  SUMMARY OF PRESENT WORK 

At the outset of this protracted investigation there 
was some doubt that it would be poss ible , with any 
precis ion , to describe a good loudspeaker in purely 
technical terms . The problem was not a lack of com
petent measurements ; i t  was a lack of agreement among 
li steners . 

After the system for precise subjective measurements 
was developed , reliable listener responses provided 
the means by which measurement data could be clas
sified . With this ins ight , consistent patterns emerged , 
indicating the principal parameters , and some less 
consistent relationships were apparent , identifying pa
rameters of lesser importance . 

Over many years of audio endeavor workers h ave 
expressed almost every point of view. Unfortunately 
those persuasive but untrustworthy personal opinions 
have caused some good ideas to be disregarded , only 
to be rediscovered later on , and in the present paper , 
once more . Although they did not and , under the cir
cumstances , poss ibly could not develop the necessary 
scientific proofs , some of the very early workers appear 
to have had many of the right ideas . In truth , very l ittle 
of real significance has been added in the past 25 years , 
but new equipment and techniques have enabled us to 
be rather more certain about the merits of established 
knowledge . 

In many ways the outcome is a relief, in that it is a 
kind of reaffirmation of " motherhood ."  Given the proper 
c ircumstances , experienced listeners with normal hear
ing prefer loudspeakers with wide bandwidth , flat and 
smooth amplitude response , and uniformly wide dis
pers ion . To arrive at  this apparently s imple conclusion 
one must define precisely what is  meant by " amplitude 
response ," and it is not what is commonly and currently 
popular .  

Amplitude-response measurements should be made 
in the free field , at a distance that places the microphone 
in the far field (normally 2 m or more for domestic 
loudspeakers) , with sufficient resolution in the fre
quency domain to reveal minor resonance effects (that 
is, probably 1 1 1 0  to 1 120 octave over most of the audible 
frequency ranges ;  the resolution at the frequency ex
tremes may possibly be reduced) . Measurements should 
be made at a sufficient number of orientations , including 
the reference axis , that it i s  poss ible to perform spatial 
averaging to remove the visual clutter of acoustical 
interference effects while retaining some directional 
information , at least in the frontal hemisphere . 

Interpreting the data , after that much processing , i s  
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relatively straightforward , involving looking for a flat 
wide-bandwidth on-axis  response , and for consistently 
repeated patterns in the family of progressively off
axis measurements . The importance of the deviations 
from the underlying smooth contours must be weighted 
according to a set of rules that take account of the 
direction ,  shape , and magnitude of the irregularitie s ,  
and the frequencies a t  which they occur. The result , 
with no further data , i s  a ranking of loudspeaker per
formance that has about the same resolution and order 
as l i stening tests conducted with the utmost of care , 
and with considerably more time and expense . 

This is not to say that ampl itude response is the only 
important measurement . It is , however, indicating that 
through this one dimension it i s  possible to indirectly 
observe behavior in another . To such an extent is this 
true that unless the amplitude response is of the proper 
form , there would appear to be little value in pursuing · 
measurements in  other dimensions . 

On the other hand , if it is not possible to acquire 
amplitude-response information of the ideal kind , then 
additional information about phase and time-domain 
performances must be sought , and the appropriate rules 
for interpretation applied . 

Given both the necessary amplitude response infor
mation and the additional data on the important l inear 
and nonlinear distortions ,  a designer or reviewer should 
be in a position to recognize performance of the highest 
caliber with very little uncertainty. At more common
place levels of performance , comprehensive data may 
help designers to achieve the compromises necessary 
to maximize l istener ratings at a given price . Judging 
from many of the products evaluated in these tests , it 
is evident that some des igners have been working with 
inadequate technical data of the most fundamental kind , 
and others have concentrated on perfecting the wrong 
parameters . For example , the need to concentrate on 
more than j ust the axial performance has implications 
for crossover design that have been largely avoided in 
the numerous academic exercises arguing the relative 
merits of networks [8 1 ] ,  [82] . 

Nowadays free-field data can be acquired in normal 
semireverberant spaces by using time-delay spectrom
etry or impulse/fast Fourier transform analysis . Both 
techniques employ linear frequency bases which , when 
converted to the familiar logarithmic frequency scale s ,  
tend to reveal too much information at high frequencies 
and too little at low frequencie s .  The loss of resolution 
at medium and low frequencies and the usual total lack 
of information below a few hundred hertz are serious 
limitations of the methods ,  although there are techniques 
by which some restrictions can be relieved [ 8 3 ] . The 
linear frequency base is  arguably advantageous for re
vealing certain kinds of behavior, such as comb filtering 
caused by interference between time-delayed signal s .  
The experimental evidence suggests , however, that in 
some circumstances the eyes are more offended by these 
data than are the ears , with specific forms of this " de
fect " actually being desirable in stereophonic , repro
duction [4 1 ,  Sec . 8 . 1 ] .  
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Repeatedly it is necessary to modify visual inter
pretations of technical data with knowledge of how the 
physical phenomena will be perceived by two ears and 
a brain . In such cases , data processing rather than data 
acquis ition can be of assi stance.  There is much more 
to be learned , but with the passage of time , orderly 
and useful patterns are emerging . 

1 1  COMPARISO N  WITH EARLIER WORK 

In the Part 1 review of previous published work on 
loudspeaker measurements it was clear that there were 
divergent opinions about certain loudspeaker mea
surements . The most prominent of these was in the 
measurement of amplitude response , where various 
workers advocated a flat on-axis free-field response as 
the design ideal , while others promoted this in con
j unction with a consideration for off-axis and sound
power performance , in some kind of weighted com
bination , while still others put the emphasis on a flat 
sound-power or corrected listening-room measurement . 

In the present results all vers ions of amplitude-re
sponse measurement were able to identify the loud
speakers with the lowest fidelity ratings ,  where the 
overall spectral output was very inconsistent . Higher 
rated loudspeakers presented the real challenges , es
pecially when the fine details rather than the overall 
shape of the response curve seemed to convey the im
portant information . Other factors being equal , it seems 
that the smoothness  of a high-resolution measurement 
is  an essential performance attribute . 

Virtually all previous measurements of sound power 
and of amplitude response in the listening room utilized 
one-third-octave or wider bandwidth measurements . 
Such measurements cannot reveal the fine details of 
amplitude response that the present tests indicate are 
important to the identification of the highest rated 
loudspeakers . The addition of phase or time-domain 
performance data can be used to identify the presence 
of potentially audible colorations due to resonances . 
However, it would seem that the amplitude-response 
information i s  a relatively s imple and clear indicator 
of listener reactions to the colorations .  In this  the present 
work supports the observations of Biichlein [45] , Ste
vens [46] , and Fryer [47] who emphasized the impor
tance of coloration in loudspeaker evaluation s .  

Listening-room and sound-power measurements pre- . 
sent the additional problem that a decision is required 
about the form of the " ideal " curve .  This might be 
feasible for loudspeakers of similar design and direc
tional properties , used in similar rooms . However, the 
methods would appear to be subject to error .when ap
plied to loudspeakers and rooms in general . None of 
the " ideal " curves shown in  Fig . 1 i s  a good match 
for the room measurements shown in Figs . 1 5 - 1 7 ,  which 
describe the performance of the same three top-rated 
products . Furthermore , the common steady-state mea
surement methods are not " analytical ,"  denying access 
to directional and time-domain information about the 
loudspeaker. Perhaps the most serious weakness  of the 
methods is that they can be fooled . To use an outrageous 
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example : a woofer under the sofa ,  a midrange in the 
ashtray , and a tweeter in the chandelier could be equal
ized to yield good sound-power or listening-room re
sponse s .  The sound quality , however, would be abys 
mal . Consequently these methods cannot be used  in  
isolation , but  they can  provide useful supporting data . 
The sound-power measurement has the advantage of 
being a calibrated measure , reproducible , within rea
sonable tolerances ,  in any laboratory . Listening-room 
measurements on the other hand are subject  to the va
garies of a nonstandard environment, but they do convey 
some information about the combination of a specific 
loudspeaker and a specific room configuration . 

From the sound-power data alone it was poss ible to 
recognize the worst loudspeakers , but there were am
biguities in ranking the better performers . This is es
sentially the nature of the caution issued by B rociner 
and von Recklinghausen [ 1 7 ] ,  mentioned earlier . In 
summary , therefore , i t  would seem to be imprudent to 
consider either sound-power or steady-state listening
room measurements as the definitive measure of loud
speaker amplitude response . 

At the other extreme , the anechoic on-axis response 
or any s imilar " direct-sound" criterion would appear 
to abandon important information about the nature of 
the sounds supplied to the early reflected and reverberant 
sound fields . 

It should be noted , however, that rel iance on the 
axial response alone would probably have identified a 
loudspeaker in one of the top two c ategories  in Fig . 7 ,  
which is indeed useful . Even w ith good l istening tests 
of the conventional kind , l isteners might not be any 
more certain in their subj ective rankings .  On the other 
hand , the subjective measurements used in these tests 
[ 1 ]  had enough resolution to make the distinction be
tween those loudspeakers that were well designed in 
most respects that matter , and those where additional 
attention had been paid to aspects of performance that 
tend to be neglected . 

Between these extreme views are those that ac
knowledge the importance of balanced performance ,  
where several aspects o f  ampl itude respon se must be 
examined , sometimes for different reasons . The final 
result is then the culmination of a careful trading off 
of performance in one aspect against another. The 
weight of the evidence in this study supports just such 
a view. 

The on-axis response is  very important , though not 
only for the .obvious reason that it describes the first 
sound arrival at the listener ' s  ears . In loudspeakers of 
domestic size , with low directivity indices , the axial 
response also conveys much of the basic pattern that 
is revealed in all other measurements of ampl itude re
sponse . Observe , in Fig . 8 ,  that the on-axis curves 
contain much of the character persisting through the 
spatial averaging of off-axis response and , ultimately ,  
even to the sound-power measurement (Fig . 1 2) ,  the 
result of combining 34 individual measurements .  In 
progressively more subtle ways , the same effect can 
be seen in the higher rated loudspeakers . Note , however, 
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that this may not be as true for highly directional loud
speakers or loudspeaker arrays . 

The only way to be certain about what is happening 
off axis i s  to measure it , not in the homogeneous sound 
field of a reverberation chamber , nor in the mysterious 
sound field of a li stening room , but in the free field.  It 
seems to be useful to observe the manner in which the 
loudspeaker reveals its directivity , as a function of 
frequency .  It is of further assistance if these measure
ments incorporate a certain amount of spatial averaging , 
to remove the detailed irregularities caused by acoustical 
interference , and also if the measurements offer high 
resolution in the frequency domain so that abrupt 
changes in output can be seen . These local aberrations 
are helpful indicators of both the presence and the se
verity of resonances and the consequent audible col
orations . 

The directivity index is really just the difference be
tween the shapes of the sound-power and on-axis re
sponses . Spatial averaging smooths most of the sharp 
discontinuities in the sound-power curves so that steep 
fluctuations in the directivity index are usually the result 
of abrupt changes in the on-axis response . Since these 
can be caused by interference effects , it i s  possible for 
an erratic -looking directivity- index curve to contain 
false alarms . Replacing the on-axis curve with a spatially 
averaged listening window of, say , ± 1 5 ° would produce 
directivity-index curves that are more easily interpreted 
while retaining high-frequency resolution . As a de
scription of a specific aspect of loudspe aker perform
ance ,  the directivity index has some limited use in , for 
example , public address  applications .  As a figure of 
merit it would appear to have l ittle value . 

In amplitude-response measurements in  general , the 
evidence of the present work suggests that greater em
phasis should be placed on spatial averaging rather 
than on spectral averaging . The latter yields smooth 
curves ,  but in doing so can discard important clues 
about loudspeaker performance . 

The advocates of accurate waveform reproduction , 
implying both accurate phase and amplitude responses , 
are in a particularly awkward situation . In spite of the 
considerable engineering appeal of this concept , prac
tical tests have yielded little evidence of l istener sen
sitivity to this factor . 

In the present work the l imited results lend support 
to the popular view that the effects of phase are clearly 
subordinate to amplitude response . The two factors are 
related, however, in that , using the techniques advocated 
here , a smooth amplitude response will  be achieved 
only if localized phase aberrations have been minimized . 
The gradual phase shifts appear to be relatively un
important . 

Nonlinear distortions were not a matter for specific 
study in these tests , although measurements of total 
harmonic distortion were made at two input power lev
els . The data were not shown,  as they revealed no clear 
trends . In fac t ,  with the exception of some evidence 
of excursion l imiting at h igh sound levels by the small 
inexpensi  ve loudspeakers , the distortion performances 
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were rather similar .  Thus the conclusion i s  that this  
parameter was simply not a variable in these tests and 
remains , as mentioned earlier,  a subj ect for further 
study. 

1 2  CONCLUSION 

There are two principal conclusions to this  work . 
The first is that , given adequate preparation and ex
perimental controls , l istening tests can yield reliable 
subjective data and that listeners with good hearing 
performance agree closely on the relative merits of 
loudspeakers . The second is that the loudspeakers pre
ferred by these li steners are those exhibiting measured 
performances that are superior in certain well-defined 
respects . 

The original objective of the study appears to have 
been met in that it has been demonstrated that there 
are c learly parallel systems of sUbjective and obj ective 
measurements and it  is  possible to arrive at similar 
conclus ions from measurements of either kind . Con
sidering the relative costs of the methods , the technical 
assessments seem to have the long-term advantage in 
that , once the measurement facil i ty i s  established , the 
measurements themselves can be performed quickly , 
as a matter of routine . L istening tests , on the other 
hand , require considerable l abor and time if the results 
are to be trusted . The material and technical costs can 
be comparatively modest , however, involving the initial 
meticulous preparation of a listening room and ancillary 
sound playback apparatus .  -

I n  most situations a combination of both methods 
will be used , but it is hazardous to employ anything 
but the most precise of e ither technique . For example , 
not all technical measurement methods in common use 
are equally sens itive to performance imperfections . At 
present it would seem that almost any form of amplitude
response measurement can identify really poor loud
speakers . More specific measures and perhaps some 
processing are necessary in order to reliably identify 
good loudspeakers . But only very specific and poss ibly 
special measurements in  a combination of domains can 
identify truly excellent products as rel iably as thor
oughly controlled subj ective measurements . Conven
tional listening evaluations are essentially uncalibrated 
measurements ;  they are likely very often to be in error.  

A review of published opinion on loudspeaker mea
surements indicated that not all workers are employing 
the most sensitive tests . Manufacturers are responsible 
only for their own products;  however , product reviewers 
have a much wider responsibility. Theirs is  a particularly 
difficult position . Purely subj ective reviews are eas ily 
challenged unless extraordinary care has been taken in 
the preparation and conduct of the li stening tests . The 
measurements seen in  some publications appear to be 
a form of ornamentation for a review , implying but not 
confirming analytical abil ity .  Others show fairly com
prehensive data , but the interpretations have tended to 
be more descriptive than conclusive . 

Obviously it i s  not a s imple problem to evaluate 
loudspeakers for the benefit of a broad audience . How-
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ever, in principle it i s  the same problem that i s  faced 
by the designers . It  i s  hoped that the present work will 
be a stimulus to both groups . 
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